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Resumo 

Atualmente, com o aparecimento de novas tecnologias, os consumidores estão a tornar-se cada vez mais 

exigentes quanto às suas escolhas, valorizando maioritariamente as experiências, em vez do produto por 

si só. Esta nova geração está sempre atenta às novas tendências e alguns até preferem comprar online, 

devido à facilidade e rapidez do processo. No entanto, em alguns tipos de produtos, este tipo de clientes, 

embora sejam uma geração digital, necessitam de tocar e testar os produtos fisicamente para consolidar 

as suas escolhas.  

Assim, os retalhistas devem adaptar as suas lojas físicas, de modo a criar uma experiência 

memorável aos seus visitantes, adaptada a todos os targets, capaz de interagir e emergi-los num ambiente 

único, que os impacta sensorialmente de forma positiva e que poderá ser convertido na sua satisfação, 

no aumento de compras e, no melhor cenário, na criação de uma relação de lealdade com marca.  

Adicionalmente, os Marketers têm mostrado que as novas tendências do retalho impactam o 

percurso do cliente em loja e os ecrãs interativos são um exemplo de uma delas, que podem influenciar 

a experiência em loja do cliente e a possibilidade de voltar a visitá-la, tornando-se uma boa oportunidade 

para os retalhistas interagirem com seus clientes.  

Por esse motivo, o presente Caso de Estudo é baseado no mercado da Bricolage em Portugal, que 

está em crescimento, e o principal objetivo é estudar a marca Leroy Merlin e em como os seus Kiosks - 

um tipo de ecrã interativo - afetam a sua Atmosfera de Loja. 
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Abstract 

Nowadays, with the emergence of new technologies, customers have become more demanding about 

their choices, increasingly valuing experiences rather than the product itself. This new generation is 

always on the lookout for new trends and some even prefer to shop online, as it is easier and faster 

process. However, in some types of products they need to physically touch and test in order to 

consolidate their choices.  

Thus, retailers must adapt their physical stores to fit them and create a memorable retail customer 

experience, adapted to all targets, able to interact and emerge in a unique environment that positively 

impacts them sensorially and that can be converted into customer satisfaction, increasing purchases and, 

in the best scenario, creating a loyalty relationship with the brand. 

In addition, Marketers have shown that the new retail trends impact and improve customer journey 

and the Interactive Screens are an example of one, which may have influence on factors such as 

customer experience and the possibility of visiting the store again, making a good opportunity for 

retailers to engage with their customers. 

For that reason, the present case study is based on the DIY and Home Improvement market in 

Portugal, which is growing, and the main purpose is to study the brand Leroy Merlin and in which and 

how its in-store Kiosks impacts its store atmosphere. 
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1. The case study  

 

1.1. Problem presentation  

In the last few years marketing has suffered a lot of changes, especially since consumers are becoming 

more aware regarding the products and services that they like and want. Compared with the recent past 

years, the product is no longer just a product or a service, but much more than that (Kotler, 1973). 

Consumers are searching for a unique shopping experience with the brand, creating a major challenge 

for brands, particularly for retailers - the sector where this thesis will address itself.  

In fact, the Portuguese retail sector grew by 3.4% in 2018, to a total of €20.95 billion, according to 

APED, the Portuguese Retail Association (2019), which indicates a dynamic and sustainable retail 

sector, that has contributed to a growth in employment and economic activity in the country. Portugal 

is one of the European Union countries in which its revenues from retail are increasing above the average 

(PÚBLICO, 2019), becoming a good opportunity for retailers to invest on its strategies and stores.  

Some studies show that the stores and the way products are communicated there, influences the 

customer’s purchase intentions, thus the future will be focused on how engaged a customer is with a 

company. A research made by KPMG (2019) supported that, denoting that the customer experience is 

more important than ever as retailers are striving to differentiate themselves in a challenging and 

crowded market. So, in order to do that, they are working for differentiate its customer experience by 

investing on store atmosphere improvement, manipulating the sensorial factors, such as visual, hearing, 

olfactive and tactile (Kotler, 1973), with the main purpose of emerge the customers in a new and 

complete in-store environment.  

Furthermore, in an article published at Forbes (2018), added that the future is about creating 

unforgettable and invaluable experiences, anticipating customer’s needs with the purpose of 

constructing a true relationship with them. Therefore, it defends that the Phygital marketing represents 

the next logical step, thus the brands which are addressing these behaviors effectively stand to gain 

considerable ground on competitors, as Phygital components can provide more personalized 

experiences to customers resulting in increased in-store visits, enhanced loyalty, customer engagement 

and a greater share of wallets. 

The technological improvements brought shoppers, who are following its customers and keep 

tracking the technological advances, the possibility to apply to its stores the new retail trends, doing the 

mix and match between the offline and the online channels and creating a strong omnichannel in which 

customers are more engaged with the brand. Therefore, one of the new trends which are increasingly 

being applied in stores is the Interactive Screens and companies which are applying Interactive Screens 

at its stores say that this trend is fully immersive, the content is meaningful, and the experience becomes 
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memorable (Forbes, 2018). Brands like Tesco, Carrefour and recently, ToysRUs, are using this 

technology to promote its items, so it’s essential to understand how companies could apply into its in-

stores and which is the impact on its customer’s behavior and on brand’s performance.  

A research conducted by Roggeveen, Nordfalt and Grewal (2015), where the authors analyzed the 

impact of the interactive screens in three different formats of food retail stores - Hypermarket, 

Supermarket and Smaller Stores -, indicated that in-store displays have a novelty effect, such that the 

lift shortly after the displays were turned on was a whopping 17 percent in the hypermarkets format and 

that lift declined to 3 percent after five months. However, even a 3 percent lift still means substantial 

profit increases for the retailer. The profits for the interactive display are much greater than those 

percentage sales lift, because the retail chain receives sizable revenue from manufacturers that pay to 

promote their products on these displays. So, it’s possible to conclude that it will increase the profit, 

even a bit, in the three types of format (Roggeveen, Nordfalt & Grewal, 2015).  

Given these data in consideration, it has become extremely relevant to study and do a deeper 

research about the impact this technology may have on stores of other types of retail, in order to 

understand how they affect customers’ satisfaction and engagement and how retailers could benefit in a 

superior way from its effects and adapt this technology to its stores. Furthermore, in the last year of 

2019, Leroy Merlin implemented a new version of Kiosks – a type of Interactive Screen at its stores. 

Thus, Leroy Merlin will be so relevant to study, since it’s the European and Portuguese market leader 

with millions of clients all over the world which are always searching for new ways of attracting new 

customers and engaging with the actual ones. 

 

1.2. Market 

1.2.1. DIY and Home Improvement Market  
Leroy Merlin operates in the DIY and Home Improvement market which is divided into four distinct 

segments - DIY (Bricolage), Building, Gardening and Home Decoration (see Figure 1). The company 

is also part of the French group ADEO, which belongs to the Mulliez family, which also owns Auchan, 

a massive European supermarket chain, Decathlon, a sports equipment retailer and Norauto, a car repairs 

and accessories retailer. Therefore, ADEO group’s sales volume has been growing since the last years 

and actually the group is the number one – the leader - on the Portuguese and European DIY market and 

the third, considering a worldwide context (ADEO, 2019).  

Competing with the group, there exists The Home Depôt and Lowe’s which occupies the first and 

second position, respectively, on the best worldwide best retailers, taking into consideration the sales 

volume in the last years, which means that DIY and Home Improvement Market is high consolidated, 

dominated by one to five players, according to a research made by Mordor Intelligence (2020). 

So, the ADEO group has consolidated its position on the market as the third market player and the 

first non-American in the sector. As a result of its investments and its performance, the share value is 
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also growing constantly since 2014. Even with the fall of the ruble and the real and the pandemic time 

caused by Coronavirus, the company’s performance is considered very satisfactory (ADEO, 2020), as 

it is possible to note on Figure 2, where the sales volume of the ADEO Group has been also growing 

since the last years, most properly since 2012 till 2020, when the economic crisis became more stable 

and since the average age of homes in European is high, so countries and consumers have a desire to 

improve their houses supported by increasing income levels and economic growth. Nevertheless, 

augmenting prices of home building products may restrain the home improvement market growth, 

according to Pulidindi and Pandey (2019).  

As it is possible to analyze on Figure 3, ADEO achieved 25.6 billion euros in the last year of 2019, 

with 1644 million euros in EBITDA in which 5% was a contribution of Leroy Merlin Portugal. 

Therefore, the ROE in 2019 grew in about 5.7% compared to 2018, which shows the positive financial 

situation of the group (ADEO, 2020). 

In mid-2007 and 2008 a global economic crisis began which had repercussions in Europe where 

one of the affected countries was Portugal, the country that it’s going to be considered in the present 

case. So, between 2010 and 2014, the Portuguese economy sank until the third quarter of 2013 (Varzim, 

2018). Taking this into consideration, many companies saw their sales decrease, as consumers' 

purchasing power had also been impacted as many of their salaries were reduced. Even so, ADEO group 

sales were always growing from 2012, when the economic situation was already more stable. It could 

be explained for many factors, since DIY and Home Improvement’s sector has the big advantage of 

surviving and growing both in a crisis scenario and also in a case of economic growth. For that reason, 

the group took advantage of it in its favor (Leroy Merlin, 2020). 

For one side, the economic crisis created a scenario which has made people look for more cost-

effective solutions for their homes, describing themselves as "committed DIYers” who has a special 

ability for completing repairs and enhancement to their homes within a controlled budget and who loves 

to go for DIY and Home Improvement stores (Keiningham, Aksoy, Williams & Buoye, 2015), like 

Leroy Merlin. They went on to research and make their own products at home, so Leroy Merlin started 

to gain special attention for them (Leroy Merlin, 2020). In this case, Leroy Merlin Portugal didn’t feel 

directly the effects of the crisis directly since it covers such a wide target of people. 

Furthermore, the growth of the company during the crisis period could also be explained by the 

continuous increasing in the number of stores, which brought a larger number of customers, since, 

despite the crisis, the company continued to invest in new stores and due to the increasing employability 

at the ends of 2013, people were having more purchasing power. It could be justified by GDP’s tax of 

growth, which had increased since 2014 and became positive till the last year of 2019, when it grew 

2,2% considering the last year (Real GDP Growth Rate, 2020).  

Moreover, on the other hand, in a scenario of economic growth - what was experienced, from 2014 

till the current year of 2020 - people were investing in buying a house and decorating it, which also 
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reverted into the growth of the sector. In this way, the company was focused on creating new customer 

attraction and loyalty strategies, as well as finding out what needs were emerging in the market so that 

it could adapt and reinvent itself (Leroy Merlin, 2019). 

In the last months of 2020, a global COVID-19 novel Coronavirus pandemic - an illness caused by 

a virus that can spread from person to person, from respiratory droplets when an infected person coughs, 

sneezes, or talks or by touching a surface or object that has the virus on it, and then by touching your 

mouth, nose, or eyes (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020) - has spread all over the world 

and, although the results are not yet fully known, since this impact is still being measured, economists 

believe it will have severe negative impacts on the global economy. Therefore, according to Statista 

(2020) the major economies will lose at least 2,4 percent of the value of their Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) over 2020. 

Despite this, according to a digital report provided by We are social and Hootsuite (2020), since 

this Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic began there has been a growth in demand for items online, in 

which 9.7% was in Home and Garden and 7.7% in Home Appliances and Furniture. It is also known 

that the number of online transactions grew by 120% in Home Furniture and DIY, having been the 

fastest growing segment in the world – which is very positive for ADEO group in times of global 

economic problems. 

 

1.2.2. External strategy & Pandemic context 

Following the global economic problems caused by the COVID-19, a global pandemic that is still 

occurring, the retail sector in Portugal was growing till the first months of 2020 and Portuguese 

customers had a greater purchasing power comparing to the last years, justified by the GDP growth 

(Real GDP Growth Rate, 2020). However, people had to reduce their outings, since the virus is so 

contagious, it is vital that retailers create well-defined strategies in order to adapt to the new reality and 

take advantage of this problem to distinguish themselves from competitors, creating competitive 

advantages. 

 

1.2.2.1. Environmental Factors 
Considering the environmental factors, nowadays the retailers give much more importance to the 

sustainability factors. Furthermore, the companies are trying to use eco-friendly products Mordor 

Intelligence (2020), limit paper, water and energy consumption, use recycling paper for the packaging 

of the items, are trying to avoid plastic on the production and store environment, the chemical 

components of the products are chosen carefully. Moreover, one of the ADEO’s ambitions is to “create 

and develop an authentic ecosystem within the network of ADEO companies'' (ADEO, 2019). As an 

example of these, in Spain, Leroy Merlin has introduced a Workplace Prevention Week, there were 
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specialized workshops of sustainability habits for all the employees and, more recently, it was also 

design sustainability webpages on the official website.  

Leroy Merlin has been working closely with its suppliers in order to develop more sustainable 

products at all the product stages: in their design, production, packaging and distribution, since for the 

brand, “The world is our home. Nothing more natural than Leroy Merlin to help preserve it” (Leroy 

Merlin, 2020). 

 

1.2.2.2. Technological Factors 

The technological factors are gaining even more importance in all the sectors, due to the new needs of 

millennials and the competition between companies. Therefore, manufacturers have constantly focused 

on technological advancements, design innovations, improving the product quality and following the 

changing trends (Mordor Intelligence, 2020).  

Even almost all retailers started its activity with physical stores, as was the case of Leroy Merlin, 

the market is taking several steps in online selling and the e-commerce area grew exponentially in this 

pandemic time, since people were in quarantine at their homes. So, retail managers are investing in the 

creation of online selling platforms, on the transformation and efficiency of its processes, by using 

technology to support the sales and logistics team, and on the customer’s shopping experience. In order 

to do these, they are using online channels, like social media platforms (Shankar et al., 2011), virtual 

and augmented reality (Grewal, Nordfält & Roggeveena, 2017), official website, advanced mobile 

devices and interfaces (Souidena & Ladharia, 2018) and others.  

Besides that, 82% of all DIYers are likely to explore products in the physical store, even if the final 

purchase is made online, and Millennial DIYers are more likely to make the final purchase of quality 

products in-store, especially for products, like paint, which people needs to see and try the product 

physically (Mordor Intelligence, 2020). So, the retailers are not only improving the general buying 

process but also the in-store buying process by applying technological devices as a way of optimization 

of the point of sales. Moreover, in-store displays play a major role in how the DIY customers learn to 

manage DIYs, which also made the big and smaller retailers saw a boost in the sales by implementing 

these tactics and improved the store-consumer relationships (Mordor Intelligence, 2020), as the 

Interactive Screens.  

In times of pandemic, more than half of people are buying online via mobile, in which it grew 55% 

on aged 16-24y, 57% on aged 25-34y and 54% on aged 35-44y and it is also identified that the number 

of website traffic increased 19% in Home Improvement and DIY sector (We are social & Hootsuite, 

2020). This means that retailers should take advantage of this time to invest in their e-commerce 

experience and in more actual, digital and efficient store concepts. Furthermore, considering COVID-

19, consumers will also place greater emphasis on both convenience and safety factors. Consequently, 

during the lock-down, brands started to use online social groups and live streaming videos to reach 
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consumers through new channels without the need for foot traffic (KPMG, 2020), which was the case 

of Leroy Merlin that adapted its services, as Workshops into live streaming ones (Leroy Merlin, 2020). 

At this time, customer data has now become both an important and a valuable asset to improve 

business efficiency and increasingly provide more targeted and personalized services. So, companies 

are searching for new business models to better connect sourcing, logistics, customer interaction and 

product sales both online and offline and they also need to think more clearly about their investments 

into three main areas: customer loyalty programs, customer data, and technologies aimed at making the 

shopping experience easier, safer and more efficient. Therefore, considering the online experiences, 

consumers have greater expectations in terms of unlimited selections, instant delivery, transparent 

pricing and more flexible payments (KPMG, 2020). 

 

1.2.2.3.  Legal Factors 
Furthermore, the market is searching even more to ensure that its brands are safety for its customers, 

concerning its products, the stores, the services and practices. The same is applied for the employers, 

which are educated to know how to be safe and ensure that the customers are safe while shopping. 

Concerning the COVID-19, the stores stricter security measures, such as wearing masks, disinfecting 

hands and controlling the number of people inside stores. 

Moreover, it’s important to note that, at the same time, the market, while innovating, it has to deal 

with the legal and privacy issues, in order to ensure the online security as the new data base protection, 

which was approved by the European Union in May 2018, defined. In addition to enhancing the legal 

protection of data subjects' rights, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) defines new rules 

and procedures from a technological point of view for data subject processing and using such personal 

data, even in the interests of data subjects (European Commission, 2019). Moreover, the market must 

manage this type of legal issues while deciding to implement an idea, using its channels. 

 

1.2.2.4. Social Factors 
Regarding the social factors, the market is aware of the new society characteristics, of both customers 

and employees. So, retailers are adapting its stores and environments with the main purpose of 

presenting the best social experience and satisfaction to its customers, who are even more “DIYers”, 

and the best conditions for its employees. The companies are also supporting social causes with the 

purpose of developing and increasing people's conditions and making people’ dreams reality, investing 

part of their resources in this theme. They often even use their employees, giving them time to support 

valuable causes, so the employees are even more concerned about this problem. 

In this pandemic context, several retailers have contributed strongly to help hospitals and needy 

families, by donating masks and other equipment to combat this virus, which was the case of Leroy 
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Merlin (2020) which also which also joined the #SOSCOVID movement by donating more than 2,000 

visors and providing packaging materials for the distribution of visors from north to south of the country. 

 

1.2.2.5. Economic Factors 
Regarding all this situation which has had a strong impact on all activity sectors, there are many studies 

and researches that have been carried out in order to understand how companies can best adapt in this 

context. According to an article published by McKinsey, written by Atmar et al. (2020), in the next 

months or even years, driving unique in-store experiences will become even more critical than it has 

been to drive traffic, facilitate the omni-experience, and improve profitability, so the retailers with the 

highest degree of touchless automation in stores may enjoy a strong competitive advantage, as they face 

lower risk to consumers, employees, and their overall operations.  

Furthermore, many shoppers have been left "looking for projects" to tackle at home, since they 

found themselves working from home and felt that they finally had time to dedicate to projects that they 

had traditionally putted off. So, since millions of consumers decided to scope out projects to complete 

their homes and gardens, the Home Improvement sector appears to be on solid ground as the 

Coronavirus roils much of the retail business, according to an article written by Cain (2020) to the online 

Journal Business Insider. 

Although professional builders have been more "negatively affected" by the Coronavirus, the 

consumers are upping their home improvement spending, the "pipeline" for major, expensive remodels 

remains small, which is converted into smaller amounts of money spent in each purchase. Moreover, 

according to the author Petri (2020), for the Journal The New York Times, while government officials 

scramble to find a solution for products with protect people from the virus, Do-It-Yourself (DIY) makers 

are pressing ahead in what some corners of the internet are calling a “medical hackathon”, which are 

hacks that people could apply in order to construct their own masks, ventilators and others. This and the 

fact of people are searching for new home solutions, made the term "DIY" grown exponentially since 

March (Google Trends, 2020), as it is possible to note on the Figure 4, when the virus arrived to the 

most of countries around the world, which caused companies in this sector of DIY and Home 

improvement to start receiving many more visits to their online platforms and physical stores. 

 

1.2.3. DIY and Home Improvement Market in Portugal 
The three major DIY countries in Europe, which are Germany, France and United Kingdom represent 

50% of the continent's market (Insightdiy, 2020). However, the Portuguese companies are taking several 

steps on its market, so the DIY and Home Improvement market in Portugal is growing, although the 

Portuguese market does not often publish its results. Furthermore, considering the data taken from the 

company Consumer Guidance Institute Portugal (2019), making an estimate, the total value of the DIY 

market in Portugal was around 800 million euros in 2018, being dominated by the ADEO group. In 
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addition, it has been growing every year, even in the recent times of pandemic, which represents a good 

sign for the future of this market. 

Accordingly, the ADEO group is the Portuguese market leader and it grew 10% on its purchases, 

which is reflected in the increase of 16% on ROE, in the last year 2019 (ADEO, 2020). For the present 

year, 2020, the group is going to continue to invest heavily on the transformation of its stores, having 

defined more nine store transformations and one new physical store (Leroy Merlin, 2020). 

Louis-Alexis Mulliez and Pedro Malveiro, the actual Portuguese VALADEO’ presidents (2020), 

are focused on investing on two main areas: the Digital and the Supply Chain, by the creation of an 

ultra-accessible and co-built offer, with an exceptional human relationship and by using services which 

facilitate people’s life. However, the people will continue to be the major investment of Leroy Merlin, 

since they believe that the collaborators and clients, called by Habitants, are the most important asset. 

In these pandemic times, people spent more time at home and started to increase online searches 

and purchases for home appliances, which meant that sales in the sector had not felt the negative impact 

of the crisis ahead. Retailers now must invest quickly in their online platforms, in logistics centers and 

in the creation of free delivery campaigns, for example. Therefore, they are also facing challenges in 

terms of recruitment, safety and hygiene and the deadlines and return processes had to be adjusted, 

according to Journal Expresso (2020).  

Consequently, the Portuguese retailers are investing on technological factors, especially on their e-

commerce platforms, since 80% of Portuguese people search for products online and 74% purchase 

online (We are social & Hootsuite, 2020). Therefore, in this pandemic context, the Leroy Merlin’s online 

sales has been growing since March 2020 to July 2020 in about 400%, resulting in 16 091 046€ (Leroy 

Merlin, 2020), which represents a boom in the e-commerce since society was confined to their homes 

and the company took advantage of that fact to make its online platform more dynamic, offering more 

promotions and campaigns, like free delivery ones (Leroy Merlin, 2020). 

However, considering the COVID-19, the Portuguese government defined that the stores that sell 

Home Improvement products would not close, since it sells products of necessity. Thus, the stores 

remained open registered a high volume of sales, which could be justified by the fact that, being a DIY 

and Home Improvement company, it also sells staple products, as electricity, construction and plumbing 

ones which are essential for an emergency, people being at home wants to take their time renovating 

and decorating their homes and also because the works continue and professional customers continue to 

pick up the necessary materials (Coentrão, 2020). 

Additionally, the Portuguese retail companies are investing on its physical stores, since its proved 

that 30% of customers aged 16-64y started to know new brands using in-store displays and promotions 

(We are social & Hootsuite, 2020), for example, and in the case of Leroy Merlin Portugal its physical 

stores continue to represent the majority of store sales, which signified 98,6% of Leroy Merlin total 
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Revenues in 2019 (Leroy Merlin, 2020), less than 2% for e-commerce. In 2020 the company expects to 

exceed 3%, as online sales have boomed so far, although it is still quite low compared to physical sales. 

Therefore, DIY and Home Improvement are also investing and applying the new technological 

trends of retail on its physical stores, as Interactive Screens, in order to create smart stores with 

immersive experiences which drives people to their stores and makes they live with experiences and 

memories (KPMG, 2019), which makes them feel in a real home, a home of their dreams. 

 

1.2.4. Market Players 

 

1.2.4.1.Global Market players 
The DIY and Home Renovation market has been growing as it was clarified previously and has a high 

level of competitiveness between the players. So, besides Leroy Merlin, there are other relevant players 

in the market, which represents an important factor for Leroy Merlin, in order to continue innovating 

and reinvent itself constantly with the purpose of maintaining or even growing its position in the market. 

At this moment, it is the top player in the European and Portuguese markets, and also one of the “Top 

five” in the worldwide. 

Taking into consideration the DIY and Home Renovation Market, there are some important players 

which are investing on this area and which represents the majority of the volume of sales:  

● The Home Depôt – an American company, which is the leader in US DIY market;  

● Lowe’s Home Improvement – the second biggest player in US DIY market; 

● Brico Depôt – part of a French group owned by Kingfisher group, which is present in 10 

countries in Europe, including Portugal within 3 stores; 

● Brico Marché - the first non-food insignia of the Los Mosqueteiros, a French known group, 

present in Portugal within 38 stores; 

● BAUHAUS – a Swiss company with more than 250 stores in Europe; 

● HORNBACH - owner by the French Kingfisher group. 

Due to the huge competitiveness, these big retailers are undertaking home improvement to make 

residential properties more comfortable, upgrade air conditioning and heating systems, waterproof roofs 

and basements, soundproof rooms, and to extend their homes and boost energy savings, according to 

Global Market Insights (2019). Moreover, since automation technology continues to mature, it is 

becoming increasingly a point of competitive advantage, with consumers responding positively to the 

improved convenience that it can deliver at the physical stores. Thus, retailers will need to prioritize 

automation that creates positive consumer experiences using, for example, interactive screens like 

Digital Kiosks at its stores (Capgemini Research Institute, 2019). 
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1.2.4.2.Portuguese Market Players 

Since the present pedagogical case is going to have its bases in the Portuguese market, it becomes more 

relevant to be focused just on the Portuguese players, since represents a relevant competition in the 

country.  

Considering the Portuguese market, Leroy Merlin occupies the position as a market leader. 

Furthermore, there exists a high degree of competitiveness of companies. However, the competitors 

vary according to the localization of each store, since there exist general players which are present 

around the country and local players which just act as a competitor in its location. So, the most relevant 

players in Portugal which will be considered are MaxMat, Brico Depôt, Brico Marché, since are the 

retailers which operates in the same market with a considerable market share, offering identical product 

categories and which has similar number of stores in Portugal, according to Statista (2018). Although 

IKEA is not a company that acts and competes directly in the same market as Leroy Merlin, there are 

some product categories with a large weight in the company's sales that compete directly with Leroy 

Merlin, such as Garden, Kitchens, Bathrooms, Decoration and Lighting. So, it becomes relevant to take 

it into consideration (IKEA, 2020). 

MaxMat - MaxMat is owned by the biggest Portuguese food retailer – Sonae – and also by a Dutch 

company. Moreover, it has been present in the Portuguese DIY market since 1994 and owns 31 stores 

in the country, with a range of 15.000 references of products (MaxMat, 2020). It is also present in the 

segments of DIY, Construction Material, Bathrooms and Garden, like Leroy Merlin. Its philosophy is 

based on low prices offered, using the slogan “Low prices’ professionals” (Maxmat, 2020) which 

attracts a lot of consumers which are searching for cheaper prices with a large range of products. 

MaxMat stores are in industrial city zones and its store atmosphere doesn’t offer an experience to 

customers, since que products are only arranged in the linear, the collaborators just help the clients in 

case of doubt and also there are not many services available at stores. The brand has its own website 

where customers could see the products available, but they can’t order it. So, the brand is just Leroy 

Merlin’s competitor considering the type and range of products. 

Brico Depôt - Brico Depôt is a French group owned by Kingfisher group, which is present in 10 

countries in Europe with more than 1100 stores, including Portugal, where it owns just 3 stores. 

Moreover, the stores operate as a low cost and self-service format, being present in 15 different segments 

of the market (Brico Depôt, 2020). Furthermore, the brand promises to have high quantities of stock, 

with the best quality and the company is also known for the high variety of services which it offers to 

its customers. Moreover, it could be considered similar to Leroy Merlin regarding the services and the 

type of stores and departments. 

Bricomarché - Bricomarché was the first non-food insignia of the Los Mosqueteiros, a French 

known group. Actually, the group is present in Portugal with 38 stores which operate in five different 

segments: DIY, Construction Material, House Furniture, Garden and Pet Shop (Bricomarché, 2020). 
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Each store has its own autonomy, like Leroy Merlin, in store management since the stores operate under 

a franchising business method. Brico Marché’ proposition is to offer the best quality products with low 

prices and has an official website where customers could see the products available and ask for a quote 

from one of the existing stores or create a list of products, not being able to buy the products directly. 

 IKEA - IKEA was founded by Ingvar Kamprad in 1943 in Sweden and today IKEA is a global 

home furnishing brand that lives in the hearts of the many people and which entered Portugal in 2004 

with the opening of IKEA Alfragide, and currently has 5 stores in the country - Alfragide, Loures, Loulé, 

Matosinhos and Braga – which receives about 14 million visits and an online selling platform, in 30 

millions of visits (IKEA, 2020). In the last years the company has opened larger and smaller stores, 

collection points and planning studios and its mission is to “to offer a wide range of well-designed, 

functional home furnishing products at prices so low, that as many people as possible will be able to 

afford them” (IKEA, 2020). 

In spite of IKEA just compete directly in the segments of Decoration, Lighting, Kitchen, Storage, 

Bathroom and Garden, it’s one of the major players regarding the store atmosphere concept, since it its 

known by its store experience which incentives customers to visit and buy the products,  and its online 

platform, which represents twice as many in-store visits. IKEA could be perceived as the main 

competitor of Leroy Merlin, considering the investments on store atmosphere and online selling. Just as 

a curiosity, both IKEA and Leroy Merlin stores are located close to each other, in Portugal, adopting the 

same location strategy. 

 

1.2.4.3.Interactive Screens Market Players 
In spite of the existence of the previous described players in the market, one of the biggest players on 

the DIY and Home Improvement Market which also competes with the interactive screens at Leroy 

Merlin’ stores is the Amazon – the leader of the e-commerce market and also considered one of the big 

fours tech companies, competing directly with Google, Apple and Facebook. 

 Since the main goal of the Kiosks is to become a point of sale at the physical stores, where 

customers could also order online available products, Amazon is the only competitor concerning both 

the service offered and the type/range of products accessible. 

The Amazon company defines itself as a company “guided by four principles: customer obsession 

rather than competitor focus, passion for invention, commitment to operational excellence, and long-

term thinking” (Amazon, 2020). The company started as an online marketplace for books but later 

decided to expand its business to sell electronics, software, video games, apparel, furniture, food, toys 

and jewelry. Nowadays, it sells almost every kind of products, including home improvement ones, which 

competes directly with Leroy Merlin and recently, the company decided to take another step, so this 

online retailer's move into physical retail market, with the creation of its first bookstore – Amazon Books 
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– and then Amazon Go (Forbes, 2018). Moreover, Amazon promises to continue to revolutionize 

commerce and challenge the status quo. 

Regarding Amazon Go, these physical stores allow consumers to simply pick up items without 

needing to stop at the check-out, since Augmented Reality (AI) and cameras capture the purchase and 

charge the consumer, which reflects on the enhancing of the convenience (Grewal et al., 2019) and also 

highlighting all the friction points in the customer shopping journey and eliminating them as much as 

possible in its own stores (Forbes, 2018). This decision was the result of a huge market analysis which 

indicates that very few people exclusively shop online or only in store, they marry the best of both 

worlds. So, Amazon understood that customers want to make choices and they need a multichannel 

where they could have the opportunity to choose between the online and in-store channels when they 

shop. Furthermore, if Amazon remained as only an e-commerce retailer, it would be missing out on all 

the ways a customer might want to shop, thus the customer experience in-store started to gain a special 

dimension, since there exists particular ranges of products which people needs to touch and try, in order 

to evaluate and engage with them and also with the brand (see Table 1). 

 

1.3. Leroy Merlin 

 

1.3.1. Company Overview 

According to the company’s view (Leroy Merlin, 2020) Leroy Merlin stores are DIY (Do-It-Yourself) 

superstores, which provide self-service and sales assisted services specifically tailored to each country, 

facilitating purchase, set-up and follow-up of customer projects. Thus, it is centered on four main sectors 

– DIY (Bricolage), Building, Gardening and Home Decoration. 

Leroy Merlin has the strong mission “Help each client create his dream home!” (Leroy Merlin, 

2020), based on a characteristic and differentiating culture which is based on teamwork, constant 

challenge and professionalism, whose main objective is centered on the satisfaction of its customers. 

Moreover, the company described itself in seven core values: trust, commitment, simplicity, closeness, 

listening, transparency, honesty. For Leroy Merlin, its major asset is people, so each employee has a 

fundamental role in the company, since they represent the sector, the store and the company. In this 

way, the company has a philosophy of sharing the knowledge, power, assets and intentions. 

 

1.3.2. Business Idea and History  

Everything started about 100 years ago, in 1923, when Adolphe Leroy and his wife Rose Merlin decided 

to open a store of second chances products, in France, selling surpluses that Americans left in France 

after the First World War, named Au Stock Americain. In 1933, after 10 years, due to their success since 

the American products were very interesting., the couple also decided to sell affordable construction, 

building fixtures and fittings and furniture products. 
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In 1960, the brand Leroy Merlin was officially created when some warehouses were opened in 

northern France, proposing an innovative concept of launching a free delivery service - being the first 

company to offer free delivery services - and hiring about 200 collaborators. Therefore, in 1973, the first 

self-service DIY retailing area was opened, and the brand increased the number of references and outlets, 

putting the slogan “all for the house”. At the beginning of the 80's, some stores were opened, with a total 

of 33 stores. After that, the brand was acquired by the Mulliez family, a pioneer in big distribution and 

specialist in mass marketing, becoming a subsidiary organization which are in the same group of brands 

like Auchan, Decathlon and Norauto, for instance. At this time, the company began to develop new store 

concepts to become a recognized world leader in the home renovation industry, abandoning its 

production of prefabricated chalets and structures and investing on furniture, kitchen and decoration. 

In 1989 was an important milestone for the brand which started its expansion, internationalization 

and acquisition period, with the opening of its first store in Madrid, Spain. Nine years later, in 1997, the 

brand continued its internationalization with the opening of stores in Poland, Italy and São Paulo. In 

2003, a store was established in the fourth country, Portugal, more properly in Gondomar. In the next 

years, were opened other stores in the country, such as in Sintra (2004), Almada (2005), Albufeira 

(2006), Alfragide and Amadora (2009), Matosinhos and Maia (2010), Coimbra (2011), Gaia (2015), 

Loulé (2017), Aveiro, Leiria and Torres Vedras (2018) and so one, extending geographically it’s the 

presence in Portugal. 

In 2007, it was opened the first store in Greece and after that the ADEO group, a group controlled 

by Mulliez family, has become the name of the entity that simultaneously brings together Leroy Merlin 

and seven other DIY and decoration brands, each with its own control and concept: Bricoman, 

Bricocenter, Weldom, Aki, DomPró, Zôdio and KBane. So, it become more international and in the last 

years, Leroy Merlin has opened its first stores in Russia, China and South Africa in 2014, 2017 and 

2018, respectively. Thus, at this moment, this group is present in 16 countries and four continents around 

the world with a total of 850 stores and more than 124.000 leaders (ADEO, 2020). 

 

1.3.3. Leroy Merlin in Portugal 

In Portugal, Leroy Merlin started its commercial activity in 2001 and is present in 48 different cities, 

which covered almost all Portuguese cities and each store has its autonomy. Sintra and Alfragide’ stores, 

present in the Lisbon Area, represent almost 20% of the sales volume for the company in Portugal, since 

they are the ones with the highest sales volume in Iberian Peninsula. 

Nowadays, as it was explained before, due the acquisition of AKI, the company is undergoing a 

merger and transformation process with AKI’ company, summing up about 48 stores – 21 Leroy Merlin 

stores and 27 AKI stores in the country. One of the main purposes of Leroy Merlin is to transform all 

AKI’ stores into Leroy Merlin ’stores. This process of transformation is so complex and requires a strong 

strategy of rebranding, doing the mix and match between the two brands. AKI should be renamed Leroy 
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Merlin and have an offer similar to the Leroy Merlin one, always respecting their different dimensions. 

Thus, considering the different types of stores’ sizes, the Portuguese market will have three new 

dimensions, the larger (GSB), medium (MSB) and smaller (Proxi) sized retail stores, instead of having 

Leroy Merlin and AKI stores. So, from this moment on, these acronyms will be used to represent the 

different store formats.  

These different stores ' formats allowed the company to test and provide a greater supply in quantity 

in less dense geographical areas. In Portugal, the sales volume grew 50% in six months due to the 

transformation, since company took advantage of the AKI’ strengths, such as its competence in the labor 

and maintenance market, adding the sale of projects, construction market and Leroy Merlin’s digital 

development, building a win-win relationship (Leroy Merlin, 2019). In the last year of 2019, Leroy 

Merlin had transformed five AKI’s physical stores. 

Furthermore, the company believes in the power of having good partnerships, so it guarantees the 

development of local policy favors and partnerships. Therefore, each Leroy Merlin store enjoys a large 

degree of autonomy in its management in order to develop initiatives that promote local economic, social 

and cultural development. A good example of these initiatives was the partnership with Os Queridos - 

obras, a company which are part of “Querido, Mudei a Casa!” program and that makes major changes 

in the houses of people who apply and who usually have more difficulties. This program is broadcast 

on one of the channels with the highest audience in Portugal – TVI, that achieved 15,6% of the share in 

2019 (Jornal de Negócios, 2020) - which results in a good return for the company because Portuguese 

people become aware of the products used in the program, being a relevant partnership for both entities. 

Another example is the fact that each store also has partnerships with local small size stores, supporting 

the regional economy. 

One of Leroy Merlin's main strategies is to invest in ROPO (Research Online and Purchase Offline), 

which means that it aims to invest on its online platform, in order to provide a good experience in product 

research and inspiration mainly, so that people when they go to the store, could buy much more easily. 

Thus, although its digital platform already has sales equivalent to a store of larger size (GSB), the sales 

in physical stores are still the focus and core of the company. Besides that, it is why Leroy Merlin 

Portugal is and wants to invest in its selling process, by creating experiences instead of just selling 

products and services, by trying to create new ways of interaction with its customers and of 

differentiation from its competitors, using more specialized collaborators and more technological 

devices at its physical stores, due the digital era and the new trends which customers are following, with 

the purpose of transforming their purchases into experiences. 

In the last year 2019 the offline revenues of Leroy Merlin, from physical stores, grew in about 6% 

comparing to the last year, achieving 794 265 155€. This significant growth represents all the 

investments that have been made in physical and online stores, in order to respond to the needs of the 

market (Leroy Merlin, 2020). Moreover, AKI stores achieved 197 030 680€ in the last year, which 
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summing up with Leroy Merlin revenues signifies 991 296 835€ in the total of Portuguese stores 

revenues (Leroy Merlin, 2020). Regarding the online sales, it grew in about 50% comparing to 2018, 

achieving a total of 7 565 304€. 

 

1.3.4. Physical Stores and Products 
The main purpose of Leroy Merlin is to offer to its target their dream home, guaranteeing them the best 

quality products and specialized service. The Leroy Merlin’ portfolio englobes more than 130.000 

references of products, of four different market segments – DIY (Bricolage), Construction Products, 

Home Decoration and Garden. The physical stores are installed in city industrial centers, close to other 

commercial surfaces and, at this moment, considering the transformation process, its area varies between 

1800 m2 and 17000 m2, ranging from smaller to large.  

Considering the different types of markets, the huge range of products are divided into 13 sectors, 

according to its characteristics and functions. So, both points-of-purchase - stores and official website -

are divided into these 13 different categories: Air Conditioning, Housekeeping/Wardrobes, Pipeline, 

Construction, Sanitary, Ceramics, Decoration, Kitchens, Electricity, Lighting, Hardware, Garden, 

Tools, Wood, Painting and Carpets. Furthermore, it’s important to note that each sector is managed and 

controlled by a sector chief and a section responsible who helps him on his mission. The sellers are 

responsible for managing its own section and a family of products. So, each section has its own 

autonomy and each collaborator too – one of the principles of Leroy Merlin. 

There exists a predefined store layout with the purpose of maintaining a similar brand concept and 

recognition across the different stores and also to make it easier for consumers to find the products they 

want. However, due to the autonomy that the company offers to each store’ direction, sometimes some 

stores tend to tailor its layout according to its concept, size, sales and customer type. The layout was 

designed carefully with a commercial strategy in order to improve the customer journey. When 

customers enter the store, for the main entrance, the first sectors that appear are the picking and 

decorative ones – Decoration and Lighting - since are the more attractive ones concerning the visual 

aspect. There exists a main corridor that goes from the entrance, passes through these picking sections 

and ends up in the garden section, in order to force people to pass through the remaining sections, in 

which may appear the need for purchase that kind of items, as it possible to see on Figure 5. 

Complementary sections, such as electricity, home automation and plumbing are nearby, in order to 

facilitate purchase, since these types of products are usually acquired together. 

Considering the products, the company works with the best brands of the market and also has its 

own products, the private label brands, called in Portugal market as “Marca do Habitante'' (MDH). So, 

regarding the different types of market segments, Leroy Merlin has created 15 different brands – MDHs 

- each one present in a strategic segment. It has its own values is known by its superior quality, with a 

good price-quality relation: Inspire, Lexman, Spaceo, Sensea, Sterwins, Standers, Naterial, Artens, 
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Axton, Delinia, Dexter, Equation, Evology and Geolia. Furthermore, these brands have achieved the 

customer’s confidence in the last years and it represented 29,1% of the sales in Portuguese Leroy 

Merlin’s stores in the previous year, 2019 (Leroy Merlin, 2020). 

 

1.3.5. Leroy Merlin Customers 
Considering Leroy Merlin’ data and strategy, its target could be divided into two main groups – the 

private ones (Business to Consumer) and the professional ones (Business to Business). 

The private target (B2C) englobes the people who go to the stores to find solutions for their homes, 

the ones which love DIY ideas and bricolage and/or the ones who just need a big store with different 

types of solutions, a huge portfolio of quality product  and specialized employees in the several bricolage 

areas who are able to clarify any doubts or help them in some problem. So, the private people could be 

simultaneously the client and the final consumer, who goes to the stores to search for DIY solutions, 

called “bricoleurs”. 

The professional target (B2B) englobes companies or just professional individuals, such as civil 

engineers, constructors, decorators, designers, architects or other service providers who work or have 

direct relation with the Leroy Merlin’s segments. Sometimes, the client is professional, but the consumer 

is a private who contracted a construction service, for example, to help him. So, this type of target is so 

important since it has become a strong influence in the consumer behavior of private clients. The 

company is investing in specialized solutions for this type of client since it understood that they play an 

important role in the brand’ revenues and brand equity and they could be strong promoters of the brand.  

Besides that, in order to have a more complete analysis and closer to reality, Deloitte Digital (2018) 

– a consultant group – conducted an external study, which took into consideration 6.801 customers, in 

order to understand the different target personas of Leroy Merlin. According to them, “Leroy Merlin 

customers have different characteristics, motivations and needs. Thus, it is possible to identify some 

groups of customers that typically have the same set of characteristics before, during and after 

interaction with the business and its employees” (Deloitte Digital, 2018, p.31). Consequently, in that 

analysis it was possible to identify five types of customers: Professional customers (925), Project 

customers (1.321), DIY customers (2.456), Garden customers (815) and Undifferentiated Customers 

(1.284), as it is possible to analyze on the Figure 6 and Figure 7. Moreover, the study concluded that 

14% of the Project customers and also 12% of Professional customers are millennials. Therefore, 50% 

of Project customers are between 35 and 55 years old and 36% are more than 55 years old. Taking these 

five different groups of customers, Deloitte Digital defined 4 different kinds of customers, called 

personas, as it is possible to see on Figure 8, which has different needs and wants, uses different kinds 

of services and has different types of interactions in store. 

Furthermore, considering the data retrieved from the accessibility to the official website and Kiosks 

in 2019, which is possible to analyze on the Figure 9 and Figure 10, in which accessed more or less two 
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millions of customers, it is possible to state that the major percentage of customers that accessed was 

from female gender (56,3%) and most of them are aging between 35-44y (26,5%) and 25-34y (25%). 

Moreover, these two groups were also the ones that spent more money online and in Kiosks, summing 

up 1 077 258,2€ in the last year. Therefore, the older customers, aged 45-more than 65y represents 

35,5% of the total online revenues and spent a total of 798.991,44€. Thus, the younger customers, 18-

24y, represents just 13,3% of the purchases and spent 269.833,84€, since due to their age they are the 

most likely to still not have a house or a construction project and probably do not work to have enough 

purchasing power to spend in this kind of products. Additionally, the women are the gender which more 

navigates on the website and Kiosks, except for Heating, Tools, Woods, Electricity, Canalization and 

Construction Materials sectors, which are more technical sections usually searched for by men. 

After COVID-19 pandemic, it was verified that three different groups of customers, aged 18-24, 

35-44 and 55-64, began to access more of the company's Website and Kiosks, increasing their number 

of interactions. It could be explained several reasons, among which: people started to buy more online 

so they would not have to go to stores and when they went to stores, they started to use more Kiosks 

instead of having to contact employees. 

 

1.3.6. Omnichannel Strategy 
Considering the high level of technology improvements and competitiveness that is currently lived, 

Leroy Merlin is investing on its offline and online experiences, with the purpose of constructing a strong 

and integrated omnichannel, with no barriers between these two types of communication. This means 

that each customer can use online, offline or a mix of both ways to purchase. 

Although the company started just with a physical store, it was one of the first companies offering 

free delivery services, being now recognized by the wide variety of services that it offers, more than 85 

services, which are related with delivery, click and drive resolutions, products’ installation, energetic 

certification services for some equipment, customer loyalty card with financing options, after-sales 

service and also in-store services. These services (see Figure 11) has gained more importance since 

customers are valuing even more their shopping experience, so Leroy Merlin is forming its collaborators 

in order to offer the best and specialized attendance ever. Thus, in-store services are so important, in 

order to make its customers ‘experience complete as possible. 

In order to follow up and listen the doubts of the customers, the brand also created a service of 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM), which answer and help customers with their doubts, every 

day by call, which also contributes for the creation of a relationship based on trust and transparency (see 

Figure 12) and recently, it was also created an online chat, in order to help customers during their online 

purchases or solve some problem that may occur, with two different options of chat available: a chat 

provided by an artificial intelligence robot which answers to some predefined type of questions and an 

online chat answered directly by e-collaborators (collaborators specialized on online attendance) which 
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are available according to the schedule of the store that customers have the option to choose. Therefore, 

in this pandemic context, a distance selling service was also created, through the telephone and chat, so 

that people could safely do their shopping in the comfort of their homes but using the help of a 

collaborator in it, which is succeeding, since the company realized that it has an age group of customers 

that does not work with electronic devices and with the telephone service breaks that barrier. 

In other wise, the online has gained more and more importance due to the new generation which 

increasingly valorize and use technologies at the buying process.  So, there exist official website, which 

calls PDH – “Plataforma do Habitante”, which means inhabitant platform-, at each country where the 

company has physical presence, where customers could find the products that exists, verify the 

availability in their convenience stores and order to their homes or nearest stores, using the delivery and 

installation services which are available. The PDH is also investing on inspirational and interactive 

content, so it has available inspirational ideas, bricolage tips, do it for yourself ideas and workshops, 

making the connection between the website and the stores and products. At this moment, the e-

commerce experience of Leroy Merlin Portugal increased 589% in this first months of 2020 comparing 

to the last year of 2019 (Leroy Merlin, 2020), which reflects the investments that company has been 

doing for the optimization of this platform to provide the best experience and become a stronger channel 

and source of income, being one of the top priorities of investment for the present and also for the next 

following years. According to this, the PDH has a huge impact on the three main phases of customer 

journey, pre-purchase, purchase and post-purchase. On pre-purchase phase, customers use the PDH to 

check the products, prices, get information and inspiration and ask for device on the online chats 

available before buying something, therefore they have the opportunity to order and pay the products 

they want directly on the PDH – purchase phase and lastly, evaluate their service and products after the 

purchase or talk directly with collaborators, through online. 

To complement the website and integrate with other services that the company offers to its clients, 

Leroy Merlin also created an App for them, where they could access their loyalty card, consult their 

invoices, search for the products and see some promotions. 

Leroy Merlin are also investing on its communication on social media platforms, having accounts 

in the most used digital platforms for its target – Facebook (298 787 likes), Instagram (94 400 

followers), YouTube (45 300 followers), Pinterest (3296 followers) and Spotify (334 followers) – where 

the company share daily images, videos, ideas and workshops using its products in creative ways.  

The Workshops are provided at physical stores for clients that applied for that and recently, 

considering these pandemic times, via live streaming directly on Leroy Merlin’ Facebook and 

Instagram, available to all the followers. It covers all company's product categories, where are explained 

by specialized trainers or influencers how to use some product or technique.  

Regarding the communication, Leroy Merlin is also present in TV and Radio commercials. In TV, 

it has a partnership with the Portuguese TV show “Querido, mudei a casa”, where homes of people with 
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financial and life problems are transformed, mainly using Leroy Merlin products – a powerful way to 

promote it. The company also uses e-mail, SMS or post office marketing as a strategy to promote its 

products, create more visibility due to special campaigns and to achieve every different persona who 

use different types of devices to see the news. The Official Newsletter is also sent by e-mail to every 

client which has signed for it, where firm communicates its recent projects, campaigns and products. 

The MUPIs and Outdoors are also used by Leroy Merlin, in areas close to its stores or in large 

highways with the mainly purpose of indicating the distance between the localization of it and Leroy 

Merlin and getting people to go to the nearest store, promote some kind of product or campaign or show 

some active promotions and there exist an official Catalog where it launches its new collections and 

shows customers a selected range of its new products and additional ideas for using it on their homes. 

This catalog is also available online – e-catalogs. 

It’s important to bold that it’s not easy at all to create an omnichannel, with all the channels 

integrated, and not a multichannel, with a lot of variety but without a conductive line between all the 

channels. Thus, Leroy Merlin has a specialized team responsible for the Phygital projects because it 

believes that this will be the future of the market since the customers are no longer just customers and 

consumers but much more than that, they are “experientiators”, considering the company’s vision for 

2027 (Leroy Merlin, 2020). So, Leroy Merlin traced its 2020’s objectives which are focused in 

Experience, Team and Solutions. Thus, the first area of investment – Experience - demonstrates the 

importance that the company is giving to the customer’ experience. 

 

1.3.7. The Importance of Store Atmosphere  
In the last few years, the store atmosphere is gaining more and more importance, since the customers 

are becoming more demanding and searching for new ways of interaction with the products. Thus, 

considering the merger process that Leroy Merlin is passing with AKI, the store atmosphere is one of 

the principal elements that the group must consider since it represents the brand image, so it should be 

thinking carefully. 

Before this transformation process, the Leroy Merlin’s physical stores were recognized by its bigger 

size. However, since AKI physical stores are smaller, the group decided to distinguish three types of 

stores, according to its size, the smaller size (Proxi), medium (MSB) and bigger (GSB). Moreover, 

although there has to exist a similar store layout in both store sizes, it makes sense to adapt the store 

atmosphere to the type of concept, since the target audience and needs of the same varies according to 

each store type. Leroy Merlin invests heavily in its physical stores, in order to create a comfortable and 

appealing environment for all its customers and visitors. In this way, all stores are “clean” spaces, with 

green and white colors, identical to the brand logo, with neutral natural light and with decorative spaces 

that lead the customer to dream. Thus, the most decorative departments, such as Lighting and 
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Decoration, are spaces which create various types of environments, called as "dream spaces", using the 

different products of the company in an inspirational way.  

There is also a Showroom, a different concept of physical store, located in the major store of 

Portugal – Alfragide. This Showroom is made up of different rooms in the house, from bathrooms and 

kitchens to dream gardens. It is a place visited by many people to get inspired and it is also a space 

dedicated to the realization of major home projects, since the company believes that the future of its 

stores will pass a lot through the creation of inspiring environments, in order to construct an interactive 

store experience and design environments that interact with their senses, more specifically with the 

visual and touch. For that reason, Leroy Merlin is also investing in technologies at its store atmosphere, 

like Kiosks, as a way to help customers on their shopping experience, creating a visual and touchable 

involvement with a big and interactive screen and also a point of difference compared to its competitors. 

The collaborators are so important to maintain the coherence and the interactive environment that 

characterizes Leroy Merlin. Thus, they are constantly trained to always be available and very friendly 

to customers, in order to create an environment and exclusive service too. Moreover, regarding the 

services, the company is also investing on its in-store services, with the purpose of offering the most 

complete experience possible to its customers without having to leave the store. Thus, there are services 

available for wood cutting, tailoring, tool rental, color tuning center, personalized budgets and more. 

In other countries there are available other stores concepts, such as Street Stores, Showrooms, Ultra 

Proxis and others. So, Leroy Merlin Portugal are looking for new store concepts and in the next years, 

the company wants to open different concepts, such as a small store located on the Lisbon city center, 

with more digital devices and with a smaller area, between 400 m2 and 800 m2. Therefore, it is also 

important to note that even if the online stores are growing, physical stores will continue to be a major 

investment and will have a great weight on sales, regarding the type of products that company offers it 

is very important for customers since they could see, touch, understand how to do their projects and 

interact with specialized employees. 

 

1.3.8. Phygital – Physical & Digital 
After some investments on online and after some market studies, the concept of Phygital was born with 

the necessity of adapting the new trends of marketing at the physical stores, doing a match between the 

offline and the online strategies, with the main purpose of bringing to the physical stores a closer, 

efficient and human customer experience. For instance, the percentage of the purchases of decoration 

and furniture products in-store, with direct influence from digital media is growing and represents 58% 

of the total revenues (Deloitte Digital, 2018). So, the idea is to take the best part both from e-commerce 

experience and physical retail stores. 

Instead of people becoming even more digital and prefer to purchase products online, the 

interpersonal interactions are critical and valuable for customers’ purchase intentions, since some 
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customers feel the necessity to see, touch and try on the items. They could order online but they need to 

interact physically with the products first to make sure they are doing the right thing. The companies 

should implement parallel strategies, since the consumer could interact in both environments 

indiscriminately and it could be complementary to each other.  

Given the new market needs and trends and since Leroy Merlin is a company that adapts quickly to 

changes and seeks innovation, so Phygital is one of the main areas where the company is investing.  

 

1.3.8.1. Leroy Merlin’s Phygital Projects 

The Leroy Merlin’s App is a good implementation that matches both online and offline environments. 

The App brought to its customers the opportunity to have their loyalty card in a digital form. It also 

offers the possibility for clients, which goes to the physical stores or buys online, to have their purchases 

stored in the App's history, so they could have access to it easier, they might also check their available 

discounts and existing promotions, being a way to company promote its products and make a connection 

between online and physical stores. Therefore, the Scan Search it’s also a Phygital project which began 

to be implemented a few years ago, just in a few stores, through a scan reader, so that customers could 

search for their products via scan, more quickly and easily. Currently, Scan Research is one of the 

Phygital projects where the company is investing a lot now, having a recent digital tool available on its 

official website, which customers could take advantage of. 

More recently, since company is investing on Phygital, so already launched some projects and 

intends to launch more in 2020 as Online Architect, which are a platform where customers could contact 

and book a service with an architect to make their project in a remotely way; Kazaplan, an online service, 

able on the official website, where customers could draw and visualize their home projects and add 

directly to their shopping card the products they need to conclude their projects; 3D Via, a new 

functionality available online on the website and at stores, where the customers could construct their 

own kitchen’s projects and buy it from home; Digital Calculators and Simulators which are tools 

produced to help customers at the buying process with the main purpose of calculating, for example, the 

liters of paint cans or wallpaper rolls needed for a specific area and Online Distance Services where 

customers can be served online by specialized employees who accompany them in their purchases, 

virtually and without having to go to the store. 

 

1.3.8.2. Interactive Screens as a Phygital Project 

The actual customers live in a digital era, where the new generation are increasingly searching for new 

ways of interaction with the brands and products and also new ways of purchasing products. They want 

fast, easy and experiential solutions. Thus, Leroy Merlin is investing in its customer’s experience, in 

order to create a differentiated relationship with them. 
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On AKI, the recent acquisition of the group, the company started to utilize some Interactive Screens 

as a loyalty way of interaction with the clients, where they could easily do their loyalty card. The brand 

also implemented small store screens with a barcode reader at store strategic points, so customers could 

check the price of each product faster. Furthermore, in November 2015, Leroy Merlin decided to 

implement on its physical stores some interactive screens, called Kiosks. The Kiosks was born with the 

necessity of creating a point of difference at the stores which could impact the customer experience 

there. This new trend represents a new channel of showing the products and services at stores, in an 

interactive way. The customers could visualize what the screen shows and touch on it, choosing what 

they want to see, according to the options that the company put available. 

The company are responsible for deciding what the Kiosks provides, such as the type of content, 

type of actions (visualize, search, purchase, and others), where the screens are located at the stores and 

in which type of stores makes sense to implement it, some kind of publicity which could appear there 

and others issues. Moreover, the first Kiosks were created exclusively with digital catalog functionality, 

where customers could view the products available on the official website and conduct research. At this 

juncture, given the merger process that is taking place between Leroy Merlin and AKI’s stores, it is 

essential to re-evaluate what kind of functions it would make sense to add in order to create a much 

more personalized experience according to the three types of store that exists: Proxi (little size), MSB 

(medium size) and GSB (bigger size).  

The company believes that digital displays can also become a physical selling point, where people 

can make their own kiosk payments quickly and effectively themselves, which completely changes the 

consumer experience in store. So, according to this strategy, the company crafted new models of Kiosks 

which were design for four main purposes: extension of the range of products available in store (being 

a long-tail device), sales support tool integrated with the other commercial actions, possibility for the 

customers to carry out their project autonomously and complete their purchases directly on Kiosks. 

 

1.4.  Interactive Screens – Kiosks  

Leroy Merlin is investing in the improvement of its customer’s experience at store and Kiosks was and 

is viewed as a device able to create a considerable impact on it. Thus, since September 2019, the 

company decided to invest on Kiosk’s development and restructuring, which represents a large 

investment for the company, of an average of 161.000 euros, since there exist 183 Kiosks actually, 

which is attributed to each store that decides to implement the Kiosks. 

In order to have the best device, it's necessary to create a strategy based on what the company needs, 

what customers are searching for, what collaborators use more and what market is searching for. 

Therefore, any detail for Kiosks is a key factor – Visual, Functionalities, Localization, Promotion, Price, 

People, Process and Physical Environment - for the success of the device. 
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Visual- Considering the visual aspects, the Kiosks are a Phillips smart multi-touch display, sharp 

and with excellent responsiveness. The image is provided with an excellent readability and quality 

(Leroy Merlin, 2020). The size of the screen was chosen regarding the needs of customers and it varies 

according to the local of the store where it is inserted on (McLean, Al-Nabhani & Wilson, 2018). 

There exist five different models of Kiosks which vary according to the location in-store where it 

is, since each department has a specific area and at some sectors there is no space for a Kiosk that is on 

the floor, so it has to be adapted to put it on the posts of sectors. So, there exists two different structures 

available today: the foot structure (Figure 13,14,15 and 16) and the grid structure (Figure 17). The grid 

structure is always adapted to put on the posts in one side of the department, as shown in Figure 17 – 

Model 5. Therefore, the type of store’ size is also very relevant to be managed, since in the smaller 

stores it makes sense to put smaller devices and in the big ones the opposite. Since each store autonomy, 

the decision between the type of model is up to the store itself. 

The Kiosks was designed with a white structure, where the screen display is inserted on. In that 

structure, there is written the official website link in green color and highlighted the words “search more 

solutions” and “buy faster” in black color as a promotion strategy, in order to make customers realize 

the main Kiosk’ functions. The colors white and green were chosen taking in consideration the colors 

of Leroy Merlin’ logo. Regarding the screen properly, each Kiosk’ screen has a different homepage, 

regarding the department where it is inserted on. For example, if a Kiosk is implemented on the 

decoration section, the first page that customers will see is a page with decoration products. In other 

words, if it is not inserted properly on a section, the first page that customers will see is a general page, 

like a homepage. 

 

Functionalities - As it was explained before, Kiosks was designed to be useful on the three main 

phases of the customers journey: pre-purchase, purchase and post-purchase (even with lower impact 

actually). So, these devices were installed in stores with the purpose of creating and transforming the 

customers ‘experience into something different and helpful. In consequence, Leroy Merlin is continuing 

investing in its functionalities. At this moment, Kiosks could be used to: visualize, search, compare, add 

products to wish list, see tutorials and inspirational ideas, calculate and purchase. 

 

Localization - The location of Kiosks depends, one the first perspective, on the type of each store, since 

there exist three different types of stores, depending on its area: 

Proxi - Smaller size proximity stores: Since there are smaller stores, with area between 1800 m2 to 

3500 m2, which are divided into some departments according to the type of products. There also exists 

less quantity of products, since there are product ranges that must be chosen to not be available at this 

type of stores, so just exists the basic range of products.  
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Each collaborator is responsible for a department or some departments, however he has the know-

how of all the products available and is also able to assist customers with the basic questions of 

decoration till more technical ones related to electricity, for example. Regarding that, the major 

percentage of customers visit this type of stores merely for buying basic products for their bricolage 

projects or to solve some problem that may occur at their homes (Leroy Merlin, 2020). However, there 

exists another percentage of customers who visit this type of stores searching for another type of 

products which are just available at the website or at the big stores.  

So, Kiosks are an excellent technological device which could have bigger impact at this type of 

stores, since it may be used as a long-tail tool, meaning that customers could view the products available 

online or in another stores, compare the products and prices and it’s also a good tool for collaborators, 

by helping them on their work’s life. In this type of store, Kiosks are of great importance for managing 

queues, as a sales support tool and as a long-tail device, as it was explained already. Collaborators point 

out that it is very important that it is located near the council point of each section and that all Kiosks 

have the programming for its homepage as the section where it is located on and not a generalized page, 

so that it is customized to the location where it is. 

MSB – Medium size stores: This type of store has a middle size, with area between 3500 m2 to 7000 

m2, among Proxi and GSB considering the area and number of products. There just exists six MSB – 

Torres Vedras, Montijo, Oeiras, Guimarães, Caldas da Rainha and Portimão – which were AKI stores 

transformed into Leroy Merlin’ ones. This type of store is so similar to Proxi concerning the range of 

products available and the tasks which each collaborator is responsible for, but in a bigger size. Besides 

that, the Kiosks assumes also a big importance and there are the stores where the Kiosks have more 

impact, as it could be possible to analyze further. It is strategically located near project sections, since 

are the ones with more people flow and where Kiosks are more relevant. However, the number and the 

localization of Kiosks depends directly on the area of the store, since the bigger the store, the more 

Kiosks it will have. 

GSB – Larger stores: The GSB are larger stores, with area superior to 7000 m2, which have a 

specific layout and are divided in 13 sections, regarding the type of products. This type of stores offers 

more than 130.000 references of products, so regarding the huge range of products, each section is 

composed by specialized collaborators per section – being one of the biggest differences between Proxi. 

Customers who visit these types of stores could be so different and visit it for many different 

purposes. For example, this type of stores is so searched by professional customers who are constructing 

a big project (B2B) but also by particular ones (B2C) who like to prepare little bricolage projects at their 

homes or just to solve some problem there. Usually, regarding its size and range of products available, 

this type of stores is a space usually visited to inspire, so there exist people who go there just to have 

inspiration for their homes and appreciate the new trends of bricolage and decoration. 
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The Kiosks are located, generally, at each section and are generally used to compare products, since 

the huge range of products that exist. Therefore, customers are capable to search, visualize, compare 

and buy anything they want without employee’s assistance, which is very helpful since there exists a 

large number of visits per day in this type of stores. For that reason, Kiosks could be used against the 

long queues for assistance that exist sometimes or even for payment. 

In other wise, although there are these different types of stores, each with its own autonomy, the 

company is the same and it all have to meet certain requirements to maintain consistency: 

● In the case of smaller stores, as Proxi, where just exists two corridors, the first kiosk must be 

visible from the store entrance, the second normally after the curve to the second corridor and the third 

in the last third of the store, following the customer path in store;  

● Kiosks must be on the positive side of the customer journey and must be equally distributed 

throughout the store, becoming fully integrated with the store layout; 

● The suggested locations must have a light point and a good Wi-Fi signal; 

● In minimum, each store must have three different Kiosks. 

Lastly, it’s also important to state that although the physical localization of Kiosks is on retail stores, 

customers navigate online using the official website. 

 

Price - The main purpose of Kiosks is to offer a different experience to customers, by helping them 

while they are shopping at physical stores. In consequence, it’s a free “service” available in almost all 

stores and in the future, Leroy Merlin wants that all stores are equipped with Kiosks. 

The results, in terms of sales and customer satisfaction that the company expects to have in present 

and future, will make the big investment that they have made - approximately, 700 euros to 1200 euros 

per Kiosk, which will results in a total of about 161.025 euros since the beginning of implementation, 

September 2019, to July 2020 - and are making actually worthwhile in every way.  

Moreover, the price of the Kiosks will always be free because the objective of this device is to 

improve the experience of consumers in the physical store and not earn money directly from it. The 

company will earn money indirectly with this since if the customers are satisfied with it, they will return 

to the store and certainly make more purchases, which will be converted into money. 

In the future, Leroy Merlin believes that Kiosks could be also an impactful point of sale for 

customers, being a time saver and faster service to pay. Since September 2019, around seventy products 

have been ordered through twenty-one transactions and totaling 3854.22 euros. Although it is not yet 

the direct return that the company wishes, it is already a worthy start and it is natural that there are still 

not many purchases there directly in Kiosks, since it is a recent service and has not been widely 

advertised until it exists in all stores and it has operated more as sales support than direct sales system. 
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Promotion - Taking in consideration the transformation process which Leroy Merlin is going 

through, the company decided to redefine the Kiosks in the last September 2019, in order to improve 

some tools and the user experience. Thus, the company took advantage of the communication of these 

transformations on the Leroy Merlin and AKI’ official websites and at stores, in order to promote the 

Kiosks, since the new transformed stores are all equipped with the new models. 

In these new stores mainly, employees also assume an enormous importance, since they are the 

biggest promoters of the Kiosks in stores. Consequently, the company has been working on the 

animation and motivation of employees so that they use the Kiosks and promote them to customers, 

which has been completely impactful, as can be seen in the number of views in the transformed stores 

(see Table 4). The company also provides a Q&A which is designed with three purposes: help 

collaborators understanding the functionalities of Kiosks, to be a support and advice guide for consumers 

and a way of showing the range available in addition to the one available in the store. 

On the “older” stores it is a little bit more difficult to promote Kiosks since there was already an 

older version of the Kiosks with some problems, so both consumers and employees are no longer as 

motivated to use the new ones. However, in each Kiosk there exists a communication of some of the 

advantages of Kiosks in their own frame of the structure. 

In this pandemic time, Leroy Merlin published on its LinkedIn an image of Kiosks, as a way of 

promotion for the autonomy purchases directly there, without human contact (see Figure 18). 

 

Process - The process for using Kiosks has been working for years and company are still investing 

on it, in order to create easier and simpler processes to customers, since the target of Leroy Merlin is 

composed by people with a big range of difference in age and which are searching for completely 

different products, services and experiences.  

Moreover, at this moment, the Kiosks are accessible to everyone who visits physical stores and 

since there exist several Kiosks in a store, the first thing people will have to do is to access the Kiosk 

they prefer, or which are closer to him. Furthermore, it is important to mention that, depending on the 

location of the Kiosk, the homepage that is scheduled to appear will be different, being adapted to the 

section where it is inserted, with a page that shows the products of that section. The process of the usage 

of Kiosks is designed on Figure 19. 

 

People - Leroy Merlin has a strong culture based on some values and a mission where the 

“Habitant” is the center of its activity, being composed by all the types of customers, collaborators, 

partners and all the stakeholders. Thus, the company wants to transmit that on its platforms – the physical 

stores, official website and social media. In physical stores the employees are the responsible for that, 

by being always available to help someone, being pleasant for everyone and promoting the products and 

services. Consequently, the collaborators are one of the key factors in order to make Kiosks succeed, 
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since they could be the big promoters of this device. Some customers, like the older generation, are not 

able or are afraid to use a smart device alone, without any assistance. So, the collaborators are formed 

to assist, teach and solve any problem that occurs during the customer experience, being an important 

store loyalty mediator by helping consumers feel more confident about using this technological device 

(Adapa et al., 2019). In other wise, when some company wants to apply a device into its business, it 

must consider that any technological device needs maintenance and assistance, since it could appear 

some bug or problem that must be solved faster as possible. Therefore, in this case there exists a 

specialized technological systems team that is responsible for assembly Kiosks in each store, ensures 

that every factor is ensured and that reports and solve any problem that may occur. So, since there exists 

a large number of stores and there are others that are being transformed, sometimes it could be difficult 

to be present and available to answer faster to some problem that may occur. So, the collaborators are 

also responsible for the maintenance of Kiosks, being formed to solve little technical problems that may 

happen and need to be always alert to Kiosks, essentially while someone is exploiting it. 

 

Physical environment - One of the major challenges while the company were designed the Kiosks 

was to provide a device which had an excellent interface in terms of usability, fast and able to answer 

every movement/touch of customers. The first version of Kiosks, since it was designed five years ago 

had some usability problems and sometimes the navigation became slower as it was expected. It was 

converted into customers and collaborators dissatisfaction, which company has the big responsibility to 

manage and recover. For that reason, Leroy Merlin invested in different new models of Kiosks designed 

by Phillips with a smart multi-touch display, sharp and with an excellent responsiveness.  

Moreover, one of the priorities for 2020 is to invest on the speed and maintenance of the actual 

Kiosks since the company understood that was one the characteristics that customers and collaborators 

value the most and which makes Kiosks a device which really impacts the store atmosphere, as it will 

be possible to analyze further on the results of que questionnaires to Leroy Merlin ’customers and 

collaborators (Appendix C). 

 

1.4.1. The impact of the Interactive Screens on Customer Journey 
Taking these in consideration, the Kiosks are changing the customer journey, due to the impact that it is 

gaining on the store customer experience, mostly during the pre-purchase and purchase phases. 

During pre-purchase phase, which is the need recognition, search and consideration’ phase, Kiosks 

assumes a really important position, since customers interact with it and they could use it for many 

purposes: search for the products they want, verify products stocks, see all products information 

provided, check for the best prices, compare some products characteristics and prices and search for 

ideas and inspiration photos. If the variables, in this case the visual and touch ones, are managed 

correctly and in an innovative way, it will originate an extraordinary customer experience, which 
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consists of what is memorable and that can lead to a purchase behavior (Farias, Aguiar & Melo, 2014). 

Consequently, if Kiosks are able to provide a good experience on pre-purchase phase, customers easily 

would buy their products there, having an impact on purchase phase. 

Moreover, the customers, using Kiosks, are able to make their purchases faster and easily by their 

own, without employees’ assistance, solving one of the major pain point that customers find in stores, 

which is the long queues in payment (Capgemini Research Institute, 2019). Although, there exist a 

chance for employees to help them with the screens, since there are people who require help while they 

are shopping (Adapa et al., 2019). The company believes it will be a strong source of sales, customer 

relationship, as well as a way of connecting the physical with the digital, also promoting the company's 

website, which is also one of the channels that is strongly betting, if it works as expected. 

 

1.4.1.1. Impact measured by Kiosks Data 

Taking the data retrieved from Kiosks Usability Month Report from Leroy Merlin, between October 

2019 and April 2020, since it was restructured in September 2019, it is possible to verify that most of 

the people use this technological in-store device generally in the afternoons (see Table 2). It is 

comprehensive, since most of them are working during the day and Sunday’s afternoons is the time of 

the week peak interactions, since are the free days where usually Portuguese people use to hang out with 

the family and do some shopping. Taking in consideration that at Sundays is the time when there is a 

bigger flow of customers at stores, consequently it is normal to have bigger interactions at Kiosks. 

However, it could be also explained by the fact of being the day with major queues to ask something to 

collaborators and for payment, so customers may use the Kiosks to get around this type of problems. 

As it is also possible to verify on the Kiosks Report, the stores where Kiosks are more used, 

explained by the bigger range of interactions per Kiosk are the MSB stores, followed by Proxi and lastly 

GSB (see Table 3). Even if GSB stores usually have a larger number of Kiosks, MSB and Proxi has 

more interactions, as it could be possible to analyze by the number of pages visualized, summing up the 

interactions from all Kiosks. Moreover, there is additionally possible to confirm that the range of 

interactions in each Kiosk is larger in MSB and Proxi stores compared to GSB (see Table 4), which 

makes it possible to assume that customers and/or collaborators use more Kiosks there than on GSB 

stores. The Albufeira’s case could be excluded and considered as not significant as it’s a GSB store 

which has just one Kiosk, so it becomes natural that it has more visualizations, since it’s the only one 

and GSB stores generally has more clients than the other formats (Leroy Merlin, 2020). 

One of the circumstances which must be considered is that the number of interactions also depends 

on the sector at stores where the Kiosk is inserted, because there are sections where customers could use 

Kiosks for more purposes than in others. For example, there exist “project” sections, like Bathrooms, 

where Kiosks may be so helpful to compare all the characteristics of each product more easily, since it 
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is usually a big investment. In other wise, in a picking section, as decoration, it can be less impacting 

because purchases are made mostly by impulse and for aesthetics. 

On GSB, the pages where customers interact more are: Garden, Bathrooms, Ceramic Floor, Tools 

and Heating (see Table 5). In consequence, when the managers of each store are choosing the location 

of each Kiosk, they should base their strategy on this kind of information, in order to choose these 

sections as a priority, along with other factors that they find relevant as well. In other side, in Proxi 

stores the pages which are more visualized are also from Garden, Promotions, Woods, Heating and 

Bathroom (see Table 6) and on MSB stores, the pages which are more visualized are also Garden, 

Electricity, Bathroom, Lighting, Storage (see Table 7). 

 

1.4.1.2. Impact measured by Collaborators Experience 

Leroy Merlin is known for the importance it gives to its employees, and they are treated as the most 

important asset (Leroy Merlin, 2020). In this way, in order to be able to assess the impact on the 

company's store atmosphere, the opinion of the employees, who work with them on the ground and take 

the commercial perception of the business into consideration. Thus, it was conducted an online 

questionnaire to employees (see on Appendix C - Questionnaire 1), invited to participate in this test 

voluntarily and anonymously, which had about 526 responses to achieve a more quantitative and 

qualitative perception of their feedback. The questionnaire was used on Qualtrics and some questions 

used a 7-point Likert scale. 

The socio-demographic characteristics were captured to better understand the participant’s behavior 

and the majority are male (53,7%) and the others 46,3% are female. Regarding the aging factors, most 

collaborators who know what the Kiosks are, are 35-44y (49,8%), 31,8% are 25-34y, 13,4% are 45-54y, 

just 4,8% are 18-24y and only one person are more than 54 years old (0,2%). Additionally, in terms of 

education level, 39,6% of the participants have bachelor’s degree and 8,3% have master’s degree, while 

49,6% have Elementary or Secondary Education and 2,5% have Professional higher technical courses. 

Since the type of store size, is an important factor to measure the impact of Kiosks, 54,2% of the 

respondents works on GSB stores, 29,5% in PROXI stores and just 10,8% on MSB stores, which is kind 

normal, since there exists lower quantity of MSB stores. Moreover, 5,5% are from internal services. 

Therefore, 39% of them are salespeople, 27% are section managers and chiefs and 8,9% are human 

resources managers, management controllers and store directors. In lower percentage, the rest of the 

responses are from logistics, maintenance and accounting staff (5,8%) and 19,3% have other functions 

on store or in the internal services. 

In order to understand their behavior and since, at this moment, Kiosks are a dynamic way of 

showing the official website, 514 of the respondents (97,7%) usually visit the official website of Leroy 

Merlin and 12 people don’t (2,3%), since they don't feel the need to use it, don’t like it or don’t have 
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time. Therefore, most of them visit every day (53,9%), 19,8% visit 4 to 5 times per week, 13,8% visit 2 

to 3 times per week and 12,5% just visit one in a week. 

Regarding the Kiosks, 94,3% of the collaborators know what a Kiosk is, and 30 collaborators don’t 

(5,7%), which is a warning factor for the company, although it is a low percentage. When they are 

questioned about the main objectives of Kiosks, 53% of collaborators indicate that it is a sales support 

tool and also which improves the store experience. Moreover, 15,7% think it has the purpose of long 

tail increase in store, 12,9% that it is a possibility of doing their projects in autonomy, 13% as a way to 

reduce the long queues and 6,6% as a way to purchase the products directly. 

Since the location of Kiosks is an important factor which interferes with the use of it, 38,5% says it 

is reasonable and 36,3% that it is good. However, many of the employees suggest that the location be 

next to each section, mainly in sections where there are long queues or in project sections, at the entrance 

to the store, close to the main corridors and near the payment boxes. 

Regarding the use of Kiosks, 79% of collaborators don’t usually use Kiosks during its workdays 

because the majority of them prefer to use other resources (34,4%), 16% because don’t have any Kiosk 

in their store, 15,8% because they don’t have any Kiosk close to their section, 2,3% because don’t add 

value to the service, 1% because they don’t know how to use it and 30,5% of them because of other 

issues like such as maintenance or speed problems. The ones that use (21,4%), use mostly for three main 

purposes: product consultation (27,6%), as a sales support tool (14,5%) and research (10,7%). 

As collaborators, they give much importance to functions as Product consultation, Research and 

Sales support tool and as clients, they give much importance to the same and to Prices consultation. 

Since intuitiveness is one of the tools that improves the Kiosks experience, the majority of 

collaborators rate it as reasonably intuitive (25,6%), intuitive (41%) and very intuitive (14,5%). 

Considering factors such as Interface, Speed, Search, Log in Privacy, Navigation, Device quality / 

Ergonomics, Location, Visual aspect and Support service, the ones that are better evaluated are the 

interface, location and visual aspect. On the other side, the ones worse evaluated are the speed, log in 

and privacy. Moreover, the factors that they would improve on Kiosks would be the speed, navigation, 

location, location and privacy. 

Finally, thinking on new Kiosks functionalities, they would like to have: Direct ATM terminal at 

Kiosk, Consultation of the price of the articles per Scan system, See availability of services, Quantity / 

price calculator in an exclusive menu for Kiosks, Product comparator in an exclusive menu for Kiosks, 

Easy Log In, Products / Sections Locator in the store, Make the House Card quickly and Consult points 

and discounts on the House Card. 

 

1.4.1.3. Impact measured by Customers Experience 

On the other side, it is so relevant to have in consideration the perspective of Leroy Merlin’ customers 

(see on Appendix C – Questionnaire 2), since the main objective of Kiosks is to improve their shopping 
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experience by creating an impactful store atmosphere that stimulates their senses. So, it was conducted 

an online questionnaire, which had about 60 responses, since with the COVID-19 it's dangerous to make 

personal one, to customers of Leroy Merlin who were invited to participate voluntarily and 

anonymously. The questionnaire was used on Qualtrics and some questions used a 7-point Likert scale. 

Regarding the socio-demographic characteristics of this sample of customers who answered the 

questionnaire and who knows what a Kiosks is, 29 of them are female (67,4%) and 14 are male (32,6%).  

Moreover, most of them are 18-34y in which 37,2% are 18-24y and 39,5% are 25-34y and there exists 

also answers from people 35-44y (15%) and 45-54 (9,3%). In terms of education level, 58,1% of 

participants have bachelor’s degree, 25,6% have master’s degree and the other participants have 

Elementary or Secondary Education (16,3%). Considering their location, 55,8% are from the center of 

Portugal, 23,3% from south and 20,9% from north. 

In order to better understand the how many and why customers visit Leroy Merlin stores, it was 

asked for it and 88,3% of the participants usually visit and also, in general, 54,7% of them visit because 

of the proximity to their homes, 11,6% because of the store ‘size, 12,6% because of the product 

‘availability  and 10,5% due to the friendliness of the employees. Therefore, it was asked the same for 

the official website – PDH – and 78,3% usually visit it, on average minus 10% than in physical stores, 

since 64,3% prefer to buy directly their products on the physical stores, 14,3% of them needs to try and 

touch the products in person and 7,1% don’t like to buy online.  

The people who visit the online store, usually visit one in a month (55,3%), 21,3% 2 to 3 times per 

month, 4,3% 4 to 5 times per month, 8,5% every week and 10,6% every day and they prefer to use 

mainly their Smartphone to access and then the Desktop, Tablet and lastly the Kiosks. Considering these 

two types of stores, 87,2% of the participants prefer to buy at physical stores instead of buying online. 

Regarding the Kiosks, 71,7% of clients knows what a Kiosk is and 28,3% don’t. Moreover, 30,2 % 

of them never used it, 32,6% very rarely, 18,6% rarely, 16,3% sometimes and just one person always 

uses (2,3%), which means that the company should redesign a communication strategy in order to 

promote this devices in stores, since the three many reasons that explains these values are the fact that 

they prefer to ask employees for help (38,6%),  they never saw one in their store (15,9%) and  they don't 

think it adds value to them (15,9%). For this reason, with the purpose of understanding if the Kiosks has 

a good communication in stores, it was asked how customers knew and/or arrive to Kiosks and 66,1% 

because of their location in store, 8,9% advice from collaborators and in 7,1% communication in store 

and, in lower percentage, because of recommendation, publicity, social media or news, which proves 

the communication problems. 

Although most people were aware of Kiosks because of its location, this can be improved, since 

although the majority of the participants evaluated the in-store location as reasonable (34,9%) or good, 

very good and excellent (46,5%), there exists another percentage of them (18,6%) who evaluate it as 

bad to terrible. Therefore, concerning the type of Kiosks more used, 40% of them use the Kiosks located 
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on the main corridors, 30,2% of a specific section and 20,9% of store ‘entrance. The participants who 

used the Kiosks used and give more importance mainly to three functionalities: Product consultation 

(26,4%), Prices consultation (16,1%) and Research (14,9%). 

Regarding the intuitiveness, the opinions are very dispersed, since 32,6% rated it as nothing 

intuitive to not very intuitive and also as intuitive to extremely intuitive and 34,9% as reasonably 

intuitive. Moreover, considering factors such as Interface, Speed, Search, Log in Privacy, Navigation, 

Device quality / Ergonomics, Location, Visual aspect and Support service, the ones that are better 

evaluated are the research, visual aspect, interface and location. On the other side, the ones worse 

evaluated are the log in, speed and privacy. Moreover, the factors that they would improve on Kiosks 

would be the speed, navigation and privacy. Even the Kiosks have some issues to solve or improve, the 

majority of participants (65,1%) answered that Kiosks impacted positively their in-store experience, in 

which 32,2% impacts moderately and 28,9% are impacts. 

Finally, thinking on new Kiosks functionalities, they would like to have: Direct ATM terminal at 

Kiosk, Consultation of the price of the articles per Scan system, Quantity / price calculator in an 

exclusive menu for Kiosks, Product comparator in an exclusive menu for Kiosks, Products / Sections 

Locator in the store, Make the House Card quickly and Consult points and discounts on the House Card. 

Furthermore, in order to evaluate the customer satisfaction, and possible loyalty with Kiosks, it was 

asked if they would use the Kiosks again in the future and most of them answered positively (76,8%). 

Moreover, 48,8% of them would recommend the Kiosks to a friend, which is a positive signal. 
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1.5. Case study questions 

1. Describe the current DIY and Home Improvement in Portugal and based on the pandemic context, 

identify the main reasons for the importance of the new trends in retail applied in store. Do you 

consider it a good time for companies to apply for them? Explain and give real examples that are 

not mentioned in the case. 

2. Starting with the contextualization of the case and the current strategy of Leroy Merlin, develop a 

SWOT analysis based on it. How can the company use its strengths to take advantage of its 

opportunities to avoid potential threats and exploit its opportunities to overcome weaknesses? 

3. Explain how Leroy Merlin could use its differentiation factors to overcome this pandemic context 

which has challenged the market. Develop strategic actions to attract and retain the Portuguese 

shoppers.  

4. Taking into consideration the fact of e-commerce is increasing, mainly during this pandemic 

context, and the current generations prefer to shop online instead of a physical store, do you think 

that the store atmosphere is outdated, considering the Leroy Merlin business? Base your answer 

within the four human senses - vision, touch, smell and hearing- mentioning which ones makes 

sense to be developed or adapted and in what in-store Kiosks may impact and why.  

5. Considering this pandemic time caused by COVID-19, how can Kiosks impact stores and make 

people choose to shop there instead of buying online? Explain why and give 3 grounded ideas. 

6. “Consumers increasingly expect that efficiency and engaging online experience to be replicated in-

store” (Capgimini, 2020). Regarding the major pain points that occur at the physical stores and 

which affects the customer journey, explain the importance and the impact that Interactive Screens 

may have on it, regarding the Smart Stores concept.  

7. Considering the data available on this case study, how do you evaluate the impact of interactive 

screens at Leroy Merlin? Does it impact positively or negatively? Base your answer on the 

theoretical framework “The impact of Smart Retail Technologies'' (Figure 20) and the feedback 

obtained from the clients and collaborators, do you think that Kiosks should be reformulated? What 

will be the next steps? Explain and describe your ideas. 
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2. Appendixes 

2.1.  Appendixes A: Figures 

 

Appendix A: Figure 1 for the 1st figure of Chapter 1- Bricolage and Home Improvement 

Source: Leroy Merlin (2020) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A: Figure 2 for the 2nd figure of Chapter 1 – Evolution of Valadeo’ Share 

Value, since 2014 to 2020 
Source: ADEO (2020) 
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Appendix A: Figure 3 for the 3rd figure of Chapter 1– ADEO’s Revenues, in billions 

of euros 

Source: ADEO (2020) 

 

 

Appendix A: Figure 4 for the 4th figure of Chapter 1 - Growth of the world "DIY", 

between June 2019 and May 2020 

Source: Google Trends (2020) 
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Appendix A: Figure 5 for the 5th figure of Chapter 1 - Leroy Merlin Store's Layout 

Source: Leroy Merlin (2020) 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A: Figure 6 for the 6th figure of Chapter 1 - The five type of Leroy Merlin 

Customers, according to Deloitte 

Source: Deloitte Digital (2018) 

 

 

Appendix A: Figure 7 for the 7th figure of Chapter 1 - The five different types of Leroy 

Merlin Customers, in percentage 

Source: Deloitte Digital (2018) 
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Appendix A: Figure 8 for the 8th figure of Chapter 1 – Leroy Merlin Personas, by Deloitte 

Digital 

Source: Deloitte Digital (2018) 

 

 
Appendix A: Figure 9 for the 9th figure of Chapter 1  - Number of online visits per age 

ranges, in percentage 

Source: Leroy Merlin (2020) 
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João Ricardo 

 

49 years old 
 

Professional Customer: 
Constructor of small 
properties. 

 
Person who likes to 

maintain a good 
relationship with their 
clients and who uses their 
mobile as a tool to 
communicate with their 
employees and clients. 

 
Only uses internet to 

communicate with his 
friends and during his days, 
he usually goes into 
construction material stores 
to collect the products for 
his day life. 

André and Silvia 

 

28 and 29 years old 
 

Pilot and Flight Attendant. 
 

Project Customers, who 
bought a house recently and 
are currently searching for 
inspiration to renovate their 
home. 

 
Digital natives who are 

always connected and 
couldn’t live without their 
phones. 

 
They are always searching 

for online reviews and do 
their online research before 
travelling, going into a 
store or into a restaurant. 

Maria Lourenço 

 

37 years old 
 

Product Manager in a 
multinational company. 

 
Lives in Lisbon alone, so 

she enjoys staying at home. 
 

Digital native who search 
online before going into a 
physical store and gives 
much importance to 
reviews. 

 
Usually likes to give 

original decorative presents 
to her friends, like DIY 
options. 

Elisabete Rocha 

 

64 years old 
 

Pre-reformed woman. 
 

Married for 40 years and 
since the last 6 months that 
lives in Sintra alone with 
her husband. 

 
Just uses her phone to call 

to her closer family and 
only uses her computer to 
work. 

 
In her free times, she likes 

to hang out with her family 
and read. At this moment, 
the security and comfort are 
the main necessities for her. 

 
Her children ‘advices are 

so important for her. 
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Appendix A: Figure 10 for the 10th figure of Chapter 1 - Total of money spent online 

per age ranges 
Source: Leroy Merlin (2020) 

 

 

 

Appendix A: Figure 11 for the 11th figure of Chapter 1  - Services : Leroy Merlin Portugal 

Source: Leroy Merlin Portugal (2020) 

 

 

 

Appendix A: Figure 12 for the 12th figure of Chapter 1 - CRM: Leroy Merlin Portugal 

Source: Leroy Merlin Portugal (2020) 
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Appendix A: Figure 13 for the 13th figure of Chapter 1  - Model 1 of Kiosk 
Source: Leroy Merlin (2019) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A: Figure 14 for the 14th figure of Chapter 1 - Model 2 of Kiosk 

Source: Leroy Merlin (2019) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A: Figure 15 for the 15th figure of Chapter 1 - Model 3 of Kiosk 

Source: Leroy Merlin (2019) 
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Appendix A: Figure 16 for the 16th figure of Chapter 1 - Model 4 of Kiosk 

Source: Leroy Merlin (2019) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A: Figure 17 for the 17th figure of Chapter 1 - Model 5 of Kiosk 

Source: Leroy Merlin (2019) 
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Appendix A: Figure 18 for the 18th figure of Chapter 1  - LinkedIn publication in a 

COVID-19 situation 

Source: Leroy Merlin (2020) 

 

Appendix A: Figure 19 for the 19th figure of Chapter 1 - The process of Leroy Merlin 

Kiosk's usability 

Source: Own elaboration based on Leroy Merlin (2020) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Appendix A: Figure 20 for the 1st figure of Chapter 4 – Framework: The impact of Smart 

Retail Technologies 

Source: (Adapa et al., 2019). 
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Appendix A: Figure 21 for the 2nd figure of Chapter 4   – Informational Kiosk in Dubai 

Mall with store ‘location 

Source : Own elaboration (2020) 

 

 

Appendix A: Figure 22 for the 1st figure of Chapter 6 - Suggestion of a new model of 

Kiosk  

Source: Own elaboration (2020) 
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2.2. Appendixes B: Tables 

 

Appendix B: Table 1 for the 1st table of Chapter 1 - Competitors of Leroy Merlin 

 

Source: Own elaboration based on Leroy Merlin and competitor’s data (2020) 
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Appendix B: Table 2 for the 2nd table of Chapter 1 - Kiosk's Interactions considering the time 

and day of the week 

 
Source : Leroy Merlin (2020) 

Appendix B: Table 3 for the 3rd table of Chapter 1 - LEROY MERLIN' stores with more 

Kiosk' interactions 

 
Source : Leroy Merlin (2020) 
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Appendix B: Table 4 for the 4th table of Chapter 1 - Stores with the highest average number 

of views by Kiosk 

 
Source : Leroy Merlin (2020) 

Appendix B: Table 5 for the 5th table of Chapter 1 - Pages with the highest number of views 

in GSB stores 

 
Source : Leroy Merlin (2020) 

Appendix B: Table 6 for the 6th table of Chapter 1  - Pages with the highest number of views 

in Proxi stores 

 
Source : Leroy Merlin (2020) 
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Appendix B: Table for the 7th table of Chapter 1   - Pages with the highest number of views 

in MSB stores 

 
Source : Leroy Merlin (2020) 
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2.3. Appendix C: Questionnaires 

 

Appendix C: Questionnaire 1 - Collaborators’ questionnaire about Kiosks 
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Source: Own Elaboration (2020) 
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Appendix C: Questionnaire 2 - Customers’ questionnaire about Kiosks 
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Source: Own Elaboration (2020) 
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3. Pedagogical Note 

 

3.1. Target of the case 

This case study is planned to consider some possible target audiences. 

It was developed mainly for bachelor and master students inside marketing or management areas 

that aims to develop their knowledge about new trends in marketing and retail atmosphere, with the 

purpose of learning more about the benefits of investing in this area and also to develop academic 

projects and researches. 

From an academic perspective, it is envisioned for all professors and students enrolled in Marketing, 

Management and Marketing Management courses, more specifically, when studying Retail Marketing 

or New Trends in Marketing. In other wise, from a professional perspective, it might be used for Retail 

Managers, more specifically, for the stores’ managers or Phygital segment, who want to shape their 

businesses, using their physical stores and new technologies. It’s also going to be useful for Leroy 

Merlin, the company where the present pedagogical case is based, for current projects regarding 

Phygital, Store Atmosphere and Kiosks, and also for future research. 

 

3.2. Pedagogical Objectives  

The main purpose of this pedagogical case is to understand the impact and the importance of the new 

trends, more properly the interactive screens on the store atmosphere in big retail companies.  

Since the fact that customers are increasingly demanding and looking for an in-store experience and 

the retail sector has been growing is relevant to understanding which strategies and trends could be 

applied in stores 'atmosphere, in order to create more awareness and have a positive impact on the 

customer journey.  

So, taking this in consideration, this case study was developed with the following educational 

objectives: 

● Understand the DIY and Home Improvement Market and the company which the present case 

is taking in consideration, Leroy Merlin   

● Understand the importance of store atmosphere  

● Understand the impact of new retail trends in-store context  

● Understand the concepts used in this pedagogical case  

● Develop capabilities of problem solving and critical and strategic spirit  

● Given the opportunity to students perceive the importance of a store experience to customers  

● Research relevant information, by using articles, books, news, online information and other 

sources of information   
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4. Literature Review 

 

4.1.  The importance of having a Retail Customer Experience 

Consumers are more demanding and complex, and the market is reaching high levels of competitiveness 

(Farias, Aguiar & Melo, 2014). Therefore, creating a unique and superior shopping experience seems to 

be the top priority for 72% of the businesses, according to a study conducted by Forrester (2016). 

However, it wasn’t always viewed that way. 

Before 80’s buyers were thought to be exclusively rational beings, who used logical processes to 

manage the information available, attributing a utilitarian value to the action of purchase (Schmitt, 

1999), resulting from some type of conscious pursuit – utilitarian perspective (Babin, Darden & Griffin, 

1994). After that, researches showed that the non-rational factors, such as hedonism, fantasies, feelings, 

fun (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982), consumption rituals (Rook, 1985) and moods of consumers (Hill 

& Gardner, 1987) also exerted a strong influence on buying behavior. In the 80's, these findings 

revolutionized the way of seeing the consumers, indicating the existence of experimental aspects in 

consumption, opening a new perspective – hedonic perspective - of consumer behavior. This perspective 

indicates that hedonic value is more subjective, personal and emotional than its utilitarian counterpart 

and results more from fun and playfulness than from task completion (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982).  

 In fact, creating a customer experience occurs when the company has the intention of creating one, 

rising in engagement with customers (Hultén, 2011) as it involves the customer’s cognitive, affective, 

emotional, social and physical responses to the retailer (Verhoef et al., 2009). It could be created not 

only by those elements which retailer can control, like the service interface, retail atmosphere, 

assortment and price, but also by elements that are subjective and are also those which are outside of 

the retailer’s control, such as influence of others and purpose of shopping (Verhoef et al., 2009). The 

last elements are explained by the fact that customer experience includes pre-purchase information 

search, acquisition, consumption and after-sales phases of the experience (Neslin et al., 2006) - the 

phases of customer journey, which aren’t restricted only by the interaction of customers with the store. 

Therefore, retail experience has typically focused on store atmospherics and the impact of multi-

sensory aspects, such as scents, music, tactile input, color and other sensory stimulus on customers’ 

affective responses to a retailer. If these variables are managed correctly and in an innovative way, it 

will originate an extraordinary customer experience, which consists of what is memorable and that can 

lead to a purchase behavior (Farias, Aguiar & Melo, 2014). In order to do that, it’s critical to recognize 

that creating a unique store atmosphere is represented psychologically by consumers in terms of two 

major emotional states, pleasure and arousal, and these two emotional states are significant mediators 

of intended shopping behaviors within the store, which in turn drives the consumer to show approach or 

avoidance behavior, translated in purchases or not (Donovan & Rossiter, 1982).  
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Furthermore, having a distinctive and strong customer satisfaction should be the focal point of 

business activities, which is based on the explicit assumption that satisfied customers repurchase more 

and therefore are more profitable (Turey & Milliman, 2000), comparing to those who do not (Pantano 

& Naccarato, 2010) and also has a higher customer loyalty (Mascarenhas, Kesavan & Bernacchi, 2006), 

providing an enormous economic value for firms.  

Considering these, many companies are searching for how to design shopping experiences that 

enhance the enjoyment during customer shopping (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016) and many retailers believe 

that technology can boost customer experience (Flavián, Ibánez-Sánchez & Orús, 2018). Moreover, 

some companies have moved from the traditional retail atmosphere to digital solutions at the point of 

sales (Capgemini Research Institute, 2019), reshaping its strategies (Flavián, Ibánez-Sánchez & Orús, 

2018), since the way retailers manage store atmosphere has a significant impact on consumer behaviour, 

and consequently on their shopping experience (Rayburn & Voss, 2013). 

 

4.2. Retail Customer Journey 

Understanding customer experience and the customer journey over time is critical for firms, since 

customer experience is like a customer’s journey with a firm over time during the purchase cycle across 

multiple touch points, in different channels and media (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). Furthermore, touch 

point is the “customer contact point or a medium through which the firm and the customer interact” 

(Neslin et al., 2006, p.96), direct or indirectly. Moreover, the current complexity of touch points and the 

entire customer journey have become a huge challenge for companies, since different touch points go 

from traditional earned media to the store itself (Baxendale, Macdonald & Wilson, 2015) and due to all 

this range of channels, the retailers should ensure the thematic cohesion, consistency, and context 

sensitivity of the touch points (Kuehnl, Jozic, & Homburg, 2019). The in-store touch points establish 

the store’s ambient elements, design, and social factors (Baker et al., 2002), but similar elements should 

appear on the retailer’s website, app, shipping or packaging materials, and other retailer-controlled 

touchpoints, as social media (Roggeveen et at., 2020).  

Researchers have pinpointed customer journeys as a new source of customer value in the twenty-

first century (Kuehnl, Jozic & Homburg, 2019). So, Apple, Nike, Coca-Cola, and Amazon.com 

represented the top four brands in the context of strong customer journey, while different 

telecommunication and financial service providers were the most frequently cited brands with weak 

customer journey. 

The authors Lemon and Verhoef (2016) divided the customer experience process flows into three 

main phases: Pre-purchase, Purchase and Post-purchase, being an interactive and dynamic process. 

The first stage, Pre-purchase, is characterized by the need recognition, search and consideration, 

which includes all aspects of the customer’s interaction with the brand, category and environment before 

the purchase transaction, such as the past experiences, like previous purchases, as well as external 
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factors. This phase starts when the customer realizes the need/goal of the purchase, search and 

consideration (Lemon & Verhoel, 2016). Nowadays, retailers are investing so much on its websites, 

since customers increasingly started their searches online. However, technology in-store could also 

impact the collection of information, facility of imagination, selection, advice and customization in this 

pre-transaction phase (Hoyer et al., 2020).  

Then, the second stage is the Purchase, which covers all customer interactions with the brand and 

its environment during the purchase action itself and it includes the behaviors of choice, ordering, and 

payment (Lemon & Verhoel, 2016). It could happen online, on online platforms, which grew 17% in 

2018 (CTT, 2019) and could also occur offline, on the physical stores where the technological devices 

could impact the automation of the transactions, augment beyond physical and negotiate on the 

transactions (Hoyer et al., 2020). 

Finally, comes the last stage, post-purchase, which embraces behaviors such as usage and 

consumption, post-purchase engagement, and service requests (Lemon & Verhoel, 2016). This stage 

could extend temporally from the purchase to the end of the customer’s life, becoming crucial to create 

engagement with the brand and, above all, define the continuity or discontinuity of their journey, by 

building customer loyalty or not. The new technologies in stores could impact this final stage by 

enabling, maintaining and servicing, upgrading and enriching consumption and giving feedback and 

recommendations to the customers (Hoyer et al., 2020). For example. retailers can provide social 

feedback by listing consumer reviews or ratings on shelf tags (Grewal et al., 2020) or in the Kiosks. 
The difficulty of the process is to create an effective customer journey for attaining customer 

loyalty. The main challenge for companies is to realize that it’s not a single touch point but the effective 

design of multiple ones into meaning customer journeys. On the other side, they need to identify the 

right touch points to reach customers in each phase, in order to allocate more time and money to 

developing those single touchpoints that provide high sensory simulation to attain a positive brand 

experience and a relevant relationship with the company (Kuehnl, Jozic & Homburg, 2019).  

However, according to Becker and Jaakkola (2020) it is imperative to realize that customer 

responses to touch points also depends on customer situational and sociocultural factors, since customers 

in different situations, with different resources, will react to stimuli in diverse ways. Moreover, 

contextual factors may also influence on the outcomes of a touch point, such as the degree to which a 

reaction leads to satisfaction and loyalty. So, it become urge to firms conduct studies about its customers 

to learn about them and use that information as a basis to target and design different journeys for distinct 

customer types and situations. Therefore, if a company are capable to do this, it would establish a close 

relationship with its customers, they will develop emotions, which will make them more influenced by 

less rational stimulus, becoming less price sensitive by these emotional effects. However, the quality of 

the products and services continues to be a strong issue which retailers must control, by asking for 

feedback in the retail moment, online or offline, through reviews or ratings (Blut, Teller & Floh, 2018). 
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Summing up, customer journey is a source for companies to deliver added value to customers and 

consequently create competitive advantage (Edelman & Singer, 2015). However, since today’s markets 

are “multitouch” and multichannel in nature with new types of stimuli emerging every day, 

organizations need to understand a wide-ranging of touch points within and outside firm control, both 

in offline and online settings (Bolton et al., 2018). Regarding the offline, the in-store experience is part 

of the customer journey (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016) and technologies can serve as important touch points 

to customers. So, the next step is how to enhance and use this tool, in a store context, creating the best 

impact possible for customers – their loyalty to the brand (Grewal et al., 2019). 
 

4.3. How to construct a good Store Atmosphere 

According to Kotler (1973), one of the keys to achieve a customer and to transform his journey is using 

the store atmosphere as a marketing tool, as it's written in his article titled “Atmospherics as a Marketing 

Tool”. Over the years, retailers started to understand the importance of manage its stores to succeed, 

having in mind that there is no ideal model of store atmosphere to be followed by them and that the 

elements which they could control are usually those related to the customer’ senses, regarding the store 

atmosphere, like the amount of light, the colors on the walls and the kind of music played (Farias, Aguiar 

& Melo, 2014), which might be useful in influencing shoppers’ emotions and purchase behavior through 

retail store atmosphere (Helmefalk & Hultén, 2017). 

In addition, it was shown that consumers responding positively will want to spend more time in the 

environment, want to look around, interact with other individuals present and it's possible to clearly state 

that “variations of atmospheric variables affect the amount of money people spend and the number of 

items they purchase” (Turey & Milliman, 2000, p.209). It was supported by other researchers, made by 

Rayburn and Voss (2013), who found that 63% of consumers consider store atmosphere a reason to 

spend more time in the store and 45% responded they spent more money as a result. Regarding that, it 

becomes relevant to define what is store atmosphere. 

 

4.3.1.  The conceptualization of Atmospherics 
Since the last few years, the concept of atmosphere has been studied by a lot of researchers, but the 

pioneer of this research was Kotler, who defined atmospherics as the “conscious designing of a space 

to create certain effects in buyers. More specifically, atmospherics is the effort to design buying 

environments to produce specific emotional effects in the buyer that enhance his purchase probability” 

(Kotler, 1973, p.50). In other words, the store should be designed with the specific purpose of creating 

a planned effect in buyers or potential buyers.  

Therefore, consumers want more than just attributes and the product itself, they want to be 

“entertained, stimulated, emotionally affected and creatively challenged” (Schmitt, 1999, p. 29 in 

Farias, Aguiar & Melo, 2014) and for that reason, retailers design their shops so that customers be 
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attracted, locate, merchandise easily, motivate, unplanned purchases, and offer a satisfying shopping 

experience (Levy & Weitz, 2009). 

Recently, and after some researches, “atmosphere in marketing is a term used to describe the 

conscious design area in order to create effect on consumers” (Farias, Aguiar & Melo, 2014, p. 88), 

which leads to a positive behavioral shopping response. In literature, different authors agree that 

“atmosphere is apprehended through the senses” (Kotler, 1973, p.50), which in other words means that 

atmosphere is also perceived as the quality of the surrounding space, by people’s senses. Thus, the 

customers can be manipulated by the involved atmosphere to generate certain responses on them, as it 

will be analyzed further. 

 

4.3.2.  The four main senses 
According to Kotler (1973), the main sensory channels to create atmosphere and which will be analyzed 

in this study are four: visual (color, brightness, size and shapes), aural (volume and pitch), olfactory 

(smell and freshness) and tactile (softness, smoothness and temperature). 

It has been shown that there is a significant relationship between a manipulated store environment 

and shopping behavior and studies have confirmed that shoppers react to different types of stimuli 

(Turley & Milliman, 2000). The literature classifies stimuli, suggested for application in a retail 

atmosphere, based on signals, atmospheric conditions, spatial layout, and functionality, as well as 

exterior, interior, design, decoration and place of purchase, according to Berman and Evans (1995). 

Moreover, Rayburn and Voss (2013) included one more category, the Human variables. These cues 

seldom interact in isolation, but in interplay with each other, the surrounding settings, products, people 

and other latent variables (Helmefalk & Hultén, 2017) and people’s thoughts and behaviours are affected 

involuntarily by sensory experience (Baek, Choo & Lee, 2018). The next section will go deep how 

marketers and retailers can stimulate each sense at their stores.  

 

4.3.2.1. Visual 
According to Hecht and Reiner (2009), for retailers, vision is unarguably the most dominant of all senses 

and this sense could be captured by the colors, brightness, size and shapes (Kotler, 1973). Other authors 

added that space design, place of merchandise, furniture, and decoration variables are also relevant 

(Helmefalk & Hultén, 2017). 

Regarding the brightness it has been argued that the intensity, measured in lumens and wavelengths 

of light, which includes the color, has impact on consumer time spent examining products in-store 

(Summers & Hebert, 2001) and also on shopper approach behavior, in-store congruency, expectations, 

price and brand perceptions in retail settings (Bellizzi & Hite, 1992), since it produce different 

biological, emotional and attention reactions to a product (Farias, Aguiar & Melo, 2014). 
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In a study realized by Bellizzi and Hite (1992) in which they verified the effects of red and blue 

(opposite colors) in shopping related. They tested red lights which were perceived as negative and 

intense by customers and on the other hand, the blue ones were identified as calm, cool and positive. In 

addition, warm colors also seem to be more preferred in attracting potential customers closer to 

windows. However, warm colors result in higher arousal than cool colors, but also in less satisfaction 

according to Roschk, Loureiro and Breitsohl (2017). Thus, retailers should use colors capable of creating 

a mood state and which attracts customers for product purchase. 

Regarding the interactive screens, Roggeveen, Grewal, Townsend and Krishnan (2015) found that 

showing a product in a dynamic way, compared to static old versions, visual format enhanced 

information vividness, which increased preference for the displayed product. Furthermore, in-store 

technology infusions may be more useful with hedonic purchases, since imagery can encourage choices 

of hedonic products, by heightening the vividness of their hedonic attributes. 

Kiosks are a practical example of an interactive screen, increasingly used by retailers, like Leroy 

Merlin (Leroy Merlin, 2020), Decathlon and McDonalds for many purposes, as to illustrate its products 

differently or just as a way to create a visual place of merchandise with a large screen format. Thus, 

retail managers should focus upon what kind of visual or non-visual sensory congruent cues could be 

added into the store atmosphere to enhance a positive shopping experience (Helmefalk & Hultén, 2017). 

 

4.3.2.2.Tactile 
The hands are identified as the “principal source of input to the touch perceptual system” in humans 

(Peck and Childers, 2003, p.35), so touching objects, people or products enables the sense of touch, the 

largest sensory organ of the body, to incorporate physical contact through the skin into the shopping 

experience. Furthermore, Kotler (1973) studied that tactile are influenced by softness, smoothness and 

temperature and other authors added three more characteristics: the texture, weight and hardness (King, 

Block & Hadi, 2013). 

Actually, customers have the possibility to shop online without touching the products, which 

sometimes could mean that there is no purchase decision at all (Hultén, 2013), since some studies 

evidence that if shoppers are not allowed to touch products in order to evaluate and test them, they 

become frustrated and annoyed (Peck & Childers, 2003). Consequently, the stores which allow 

consumers to physically inspect products by picking them up and touching them are preferred (Krishna 

& Morrin, 2008), which is the case of physical stores, as Leroy Merlin. 

Research on tactile stimulation indicates the positive benefits of touch (Spence et al., 2014). As 

technology is evolving it is possible to move consumers physically away from the touch-based display 

screens or embed them in a virtual world where an avatar is “touching” the product for them (Grewal et 

al., 2019). Therefore, point-of-purchase displays are an example of a good communication tool which 

retailers should start to study the benefits of implementation, since it encourages touch and enables 
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shoppers to interact with products. Kiosks are a display designed for customers to interactively touch 

products and to encourage them to test it in a dynamic mode. It is also important to note that human 

touch is also critical for customers (Capgemini Research Institute, 2019) and, therefore, Kiosks must 

always be accompanied by the assistance of collaborators. This way, this device and its impact will be 

explored further. 

 

4.3.2.3. Aural 

In a retail context, music has impact on emotions, consumers cognitions, purchase behavior (Helmfalk 

& Hultén, 2017), increase the time to buy and hold (Milliman, 1982) and decrease the perception of 

buying time and waiting (Grewal, Nordfält & Roggeveena, 2017). This sensory is influenced by volume 

and pitch (Kotler, 1973) and it was analyzed that playing the appropriate background music can help 

retailers develop a desirable atmosphere, which contributes to the image of the store and consumer 

choice (Farias, Aguiar & Melo, 2014).  

Other researchers in this area have shown that consumers of different ages react differently to music 

in retail environments (Yalch & Spangenberg, 1990). Consequently, brands should have this in 

consideration and adapt its atmosphere to its customers, in order to make them feel good, since other 

researches showed that it can influence behavior even when consumers are not consciously aware of it 

(Milliman, 1982). Therefore, if companies start to invest in this kind of area and play on the “right kind” 

of music, it will have a significant impact on a variety of behaviors including sales, arousal, perceptions 

of and actual time spent in the environment, in-store traffic of visual stimuli in the retail store (Turley 

& Milliman, 2000). 

 

4.3.2.4. Olfactory 

According to Kotler (1973), the olfactory sense in atmospherics is composed by smell and freshness and 

the implementation at a store should be carefully thought of by retailers since it should be congruent 

with the store design, product categories as well as the targeted consumers. Otherwise, it can impact the 

shopping experience negatively, inviting bad memories when the consumer is exposed to that specific 

smell (Farias, Aguiar & Melo, 2014). Therefore, according to Baker, Grewal and Parasuraman (1994) 

in Rayburn and Voss (2013), individual characteristics such as age, income, gender and culture can be 

determinant of how people associate quality and atmospheric elements.   

Furthermore, once retailers perceive the power of olfactory stimulus it will turn into a competitive 

advantage thought this variable, since a scent used in the store can recall a relevant memory to the 

shopper (Farias, Aguiar & Melo, 2014), meaning that a store that presents smells which are pleasant is 

better evaluated by the consumer and creates an emotional bound with him (Morrin & Ratneshwar, 2000 

in Helmefalk & Hultén, 2017).  
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4.4.  Future Trends in Shopping Experience 

Since some years ago, “consumer is not viewed only as final user, but also an expert who needs to 

operate with interactive systems and products easily” (Pantano & Servidio, 2012, p.284). The authors 

also defend that the increasing competition in the retail sector forces marketers to design and create 

more appealing stores, by capitalizing the recent advances in information and communication 

technologies, with the commitment of extend the use of these ones as innovative and more efficient 

marketing channel. The use of these innovations intends to help customers make a good purchase 

decision, feel less time pressure, increase their satisfaction and pleasure, feel more engaged and make 

efficient and quick purchases (Grewal, Nordfält & Roggeveena, 2017). 

As the Microsoft Digital Trends report indicated in 2015, nearly 50 percent of consumers were 

more likely to engage with digital experiences that offered seamless integration with their physical world 

(Forbes, 2018), which means that brands needs to match the physical and the digital world, creating a 

new concept - Phygital - adopting new interactive tools at the physical stores. Therefore, by creating a 

more immersive experience, retailers can drive people to their stores and ensure they leave not just with 

products but also memories, as a study of Retail Trends of 2019, made by KPMG (2019), indicated.  

However, it’s imperative to considerate the existence of Digital natives who grew up with constant 

online access, which contrast with older shoppers, who might still prefer traditional face-to-face 

interactions with staff members. Thus, the choice of interaction is important, so customers should be 

able to select the channel and the method of interacting with the retailer, as well as the time. Moreover, 

it’s imperative to notice that any technology in-store should extend the customer experience and not be 

a new barrier for people less familiar with it and should also complement but not replace the store team. 

The motivation to use online or offline channels could also be influenced by the type of shopping - 

utilitarian or hedonic- which should be considered by retailers too (Piotrowicz & Cuthbertson, 2014). 

Summing up, in a connected world, retailers will be successful with hybrid delivery systems in 

which consumers can use a range of interface technologies across multiple channels (Ramaswamy & 

Ozcan, 2019). So, they need to evaluate which technologies best enhance both operational efficiency 

and customer experience, since many technologies that were the delighters of yesterday have become 

the satisfiers of today (Grewal et al., 2019). 

There are some innovative technologies and concepts that are expected to be implemented in current 

days and also in the future which can impact store atmosphere and make customers spend more time or 

money in a store, such as the Hybrid Stores, Store Mood Zones, Retailtainment, New payment methods, 

Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality, Artificial Intelligence (Hoyer et al., 2020), 

Storytelling, Co-creation and Interactive Screens (Priporas, Stylos & Fotiadis, 2017). These emerging 

technologies will produce new value to customers (Rangaswamy et al., 2020), and successful retailers 

should be strategic, in order to boost this value by continually and carefully shaping the technology-

based interactions in a customer-centric basis, by integrating all the sales channels and using its stores 
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as a place to provide a personal experience that attracts customers, regardless of the channel used, 

building an omnichannel.  

 

4.5.  Smart Stores 

A recent study made by Capgemini Research Institute (2019) - global leader in consulting, technology 

services and digital transformation, which was recently ranked top one in the world for the quality of its 

research by independent analysts, interviewed in October and November 2019 about 5110 consumers 

across North America, Europe and Asia, and also 500 senior executives at the director level. Besides 

that, its researches indicated that today, consumers increasingly expect that efficiency and engaging 

online experience to be replicated in-store, by creating a complete and powerful omnichannel 

(Capgemini Research Institute, 2019), since the future of physical stores will be based on the creation 

of totally personalized experiences, which will be focused on service, by adapting it to consumer trends 

and technology (BCG, 2015), since the customers will probably undergo radically new in store 

experiences owing to new technologies (Hoyer et al., 2020). 

Moreover, nearly half of them assert they would shift purchases from a non-automated store to a 

store with automated technologies if they have a constructive experience there (Capgemini Research 

Institute, 2019), meanwhile companies must reflect on the process of selling the products, more than 

focus on the product itself. Otherwise, it will just be a standard, tangible product, with no consumer 

involvement, that will not be able to answer to the changing consumer´s needs (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). 

This means that it is imperative for retailers to consider an automation strategy in order to achieve 

customers’ needs. However, just 40% of them consider it (Capgemini Research Institute, 2019). 

The digital influence has an impact on the most varied retail categories, and it is important in several 

key moments in the customer’s journey. Considering the Home Improvement Retail category, it was 

proven that the key moments in the customer's journey in which digital plays an outsized role on the 

shopper's journey are the stages of browse and research, select and validate and purchase and pay 

(Capgemini Research Institute, 2019). Thus, retailers should take this data into account, in order to 

implement actions that automate these processes, in order to impact the path of their customers (Deloitte 

Digital, 2019). 

There exists some types of technologies which could be applied, such as robots, sensors, cameras, 

electronic shelf labels, digital signage and also self-service technologies, interactive screens, informative 

touch points, digital signature and apps for smartphones or virtual reality technologies (Priporas, Stylos 

& Fotiadis, 2017),which could have a positive and measurable impact on the customer experience, by 

helpings customers with questions regarding product information, payments, delivery problems, and 

others. Additionally, “many technologies that were the delighters of yesterday have become the 

satisfiers of today. For example, today’s customers assume an integrated omni-channel experience 
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where they can order online and pick up in the store and another satisfier of today is having free Wi-Fi 

in the store” (Grewal et al., 2019, p.96). 

Amazon Go is one of the best examples of digital, smart and automized store where consumers 

could enter, check out their products and pay at a self-service counter, since it are provided with in-store 

cameras which detect unusual activity and the store has help buttons in case of assistance needed and 

also allow consumers to simply pick up items without needing to stop at the check-out (Grewal et al., 

2019). It is a good example of a recognized company that started its activity only online and although 

the number of online shopping has been strongly increasing in the past few years, Amazon decided to 

create a physical store retailing, with the purpose of adapt and reinvent the ways of selling to better 

connect with consumers (Priporas, Stylos & Fotiadis, 2017). 

This study also proved that these types of automated options could also solve some of the major 

pain points for customers as long queues in payment, products without stock in-store, difficulties in 

locating products, lack of product’ information and don’t finding employee assistance (Capgemini 

Research Institute, 2019). For instance, if automation helped consumers find products more easily, or if 

they could pay more quickly, 61% of them said that they would visit stores more often. Therefore, if 

consumers had a positive experience with in-store automation, 46% would shift their online purchases 

from digitally focused retailers to retailers with stores that use automation technology (Capgemini 

Research Institute, 2019).  

Nowadays, 45% of Home Improvement retailers already consider smart stores as a strategy for their 

companies, however just 21% of their stores are automatic. Thus, it’s expected to increase to 36% by 

2022. In order to do that, and regarding the customers opinion, retailers must ensure that their 

improvements will really increase customers’ experience and not just save costs. Adding to this, they 

also should guarantee the security and privacy of their consumers. 

Finally, people and the “human touch” are irreplaceable, consequently companies must understand 

and deal with that. So, it’s important to create options and automated systems where collaborators could 

help customers, if they ask for that. If retailers take this in consideration, “automation will be a driver 

not just to improve the efficiency of stores, but also to augment the customer experience” (Capgemini 

Research Institute, 2019, p.10) – which is the main purpose of retailers. 

 

4.5.1. Advantages and Disadvantages of Smart Stores in Retail 
As Deloitte Digital (2019) indicated automation could be a driver not just to improve the efficiency of 

stores, but also to augment the customer experience. So, smart stores, which use in-store technologies, 

could improve the quality of customer engagement and might also help create a similar experience to 

online, for example, eliminating checkout queues and offering personal recommendations. In other wise, 

“consumers' perceptions about complexity and risk associated with the technological innovations under 

consideration may lead to dissatisfaction and steer consumers away from adopting and using 
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technological innovations” (Adapa et al., 2019, p.2) Consequently, before implement some technology 

in-store, its necessary to understand which pros and cons it could drives into stores. 

Smart stores could bring into customers a perceived usefulness, perceived enjoyment, attitudes 

about control and convenience, perceptions about personalized services, cost efficiency (Walter et al., 

2012), also quality and functionality (Gao & Bai, 2014) and novelty and new stimuli (Wells et al., 2010). 

Moreover, customers are more likely to be receptive to new technology if they perceive it to contain 

superior features and functions, meaning that their gains from the use of the technology have to be higher 

than their efforts and vice versa (Evanschitzky et al., 2015). In contrast, they resist the acceptance of 

new technology if it is perceived as not offering superior functions and benefits (Roy et al., 2018). 

Therefore, it could provide operational and transactional efficiency, like payment plans, price guarantees 

or easy return methods (Jeng, 2017). For instance, some customers prefer self-checkouts because of the 

perceived speed of the transaction (Zhu et al., 2013), reflected in timesaving and convenience (Wang et 

al., 2015). 

The new technologies will influence how consumers search for products and brands, evaluate 

alternatives, make choices, and consume products or brands as well as improve the process of customer 

relationship management (Libai et al., 2020). So, considering retailers’ perspective, it’s an opportunity 

to collect more data and utilize that data to provide further information (Hoyer et al., 2020) to know 

their customers, understand the context, such as the time and the place of the customer, identify when a 

customer needs help or an incentive to purchase and respond proactively using smart functions, as 

interactive screens, robots and wi-fi foot-traffic, for instance (Adapa et al., 2019).  

One of the main purposes of retailers is to engage their customers, with the main purpose of creating 

a strong customer loyalty. Thus, store loyalty is an important mediator in helping consumers feel more 

confident about smart stores. If consumers have a favorable impression of a retail store regarding to its 

products, services and also retail technologies, their favorable impression will influence their future 

attitudes (Yoon & Park, 2018), like shopping in the future (Adapa et al., 2019), which might indicate a 

customer loyalty to a brand. Consequently, since inside the store’s consumers are surrounded by 

merchandising, retailers have to be creative, in order to find ways to make products and specific services 

to stand out (Grewal, Nordfält & Roggeveena, 2017). 

In other perspective, the use of smart retail technologies may lead to job losses, fewer staff and poor 

service outcomes (Otekhile & Zeleny, 2016) if retailers don’t ensure the maintenance of the quality of 

their services continuing investing on their employees’ skills, who are able to provide support for the 

use of this kind of technologies and who are adequately trained to help customers with lower levels of 

innovativeness. Taking in consideration the last topic, there are a high percentage of customers who 

may find it difficult to learn how to use and manage mobile apps (Inman & Nikolova, 2017). Therefore, 

these kinds of perceptions about complexity and the risks associated with technology, may lead to 
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dissatisfaction and bullock consumers away from adopting and using retail technological innovations 

(Adapa et al., 2019). 

In order to create a higher perceived shopping value through smart stores, retailers must understand 

and invest on the different type of customers they have, with a high and low desire for human interaction, 

who may be hesitant to spend too much time learning a new technology, be anxious or have concerns 

about using that (Bulmer et al., 2018). Thus, collaborative technological features such as shared website 

navigation and voice chat features allow consumers to feel the presence of others when shopping online 

(Zhu et al., 2013), since a human being does not need to be physically present for a person to experience 

a sense of social presence (Dahl, Manchanda & Argo, 2001). 

Therefore, having a higher perceived shopping value from customers regarding this type of 

technology, it would lead into retail store loyalty and more intentions to use this type of stores, which 

will impact positively the visits, brand equity and revenues of the company, as it’s explained in the 

Figure 20. 

 

4.6. Interactive Screens 

The digital transformation is making the retailers adopt smart stores which are able to create a new and 

easier user’s interfaces for an intuitive user’s learning process. Thus, the interactive screens are an 

example of a tool which could be applied to satisfy consumer’s requirements and make the products 

displaying more evocative, with results on both the effectiveness of the mediated message and the 

cognitive response (Pantano & Servidio, 2012).  

As Ramaswamy and Ozcan (2019) studied, products on display are not presented as mere 

commodities with exchange, or use, value but as artifacts intrinsically worthy of playful interaction and 

enjoyment with full mind-body engagement. However, for many years, the information and product 

advertisements were only presented using print ads and posters. Regarding the necessity of engaging 

customers and since they are much more related with technology, it created interactive and dynamic 

displays, which is “an interactive system or computer program, designed to involve the user in the 

exchange of information, which involves communication between people” (“Interactive”, 2019).  

This technological tool is ideal for many purposes, such as advertising, retail merchandising, point-

of-sale promotions, presentation content of websites, images and videos, discussing ideas in a dynamic 

way, presenting information or even just creating a point of difference between the competitors. It could 

also be used for scanning the barcodes of accessories in the store, get reviews, ratings and product specs 

and pay for purchases as a self-checkout service (Ramaswamy & Ozcan, 2019). Customers may interact 

with the screen merely by touching on it to make decisions, providing a faster and intuitive interface for 

users, which could simplify customer interactions and transactions. 
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4.6.1.  Interactive Screens in store atmosphere as a Marketing Tool 
In the last years, the impact of digital displays in stores has been studied and it was showed that it 

provides helpful information, creates a modern image, increases shopping enjoyment (Newman, Dennis, 

& Zaman, 2006), increase unplanned behavior during less planned shopping trips (Nordfalt, 2009) and 

positively impacts shoppers’ approach behaviors, such as the frequency of visits, likelihood of revisiting 

soon, and time spending in the store, doing a boost in the customer experience (Dennis et al., 2014). 

A studied conducted by Roggeveen, Nordfält and Grewal (2015) indicated that the digital displays 

are increasingly prevalent in the large retail chains, since it generally aiming to enhance the in-store 

environment, the amount of the sales receipts, time spent in the store and the number of products 

purchased. Additionally, the authors suggested that digital displays must provide relevant content that 

makes it worthwhile for customers to disrupt their planned shopping path, such as price promotions, 

which impact more effectively the purchases. Moreover, the context and quality of exposure is also 

necessary to consider, since it varies in the audience need state, traffic speed and direction, message 

frequency and duration (Burke, 2009 in Roggeveen, Nordfält & Grewal, 2015). 

Finally, retailers must identify their target and then understand exactly how the displays will affect 

their bottom lines before they could make informed decisions about whether to invest in digital display 

technology for their stores, since there exist several types of interactive screens which are being used 

in-store and the most usual actually are the Self-service in-store Kiosks, Smart Mirrors, Vending 

Machines and Smartphones, Tablets and Computers (Piotrowicz & Cuthbertson, 2014). 

Some researchers showed that differences across devices, such as screen size, resolution, and 

interactivity, can affect how consumers respond to marketing content, indicating that interfaces can 

shape consumer reactions to identical content (McLean, Al-Nabhani & Wilson, 2018). For that reason, 

retailers have to ensure that the location and the size of these technological devices is fully integrated in 

the shop layout and the audio and video contents are appropriated.  

 

4.6.2. History of Kiosks 
In this new Marketing era, the Kiosks that people know are mostly interactive and digital. However, it 

is important to understand briefly how and why it appear and the changes it suffered till these actual 

versions. The term “Kiosk” derives from the French term "kiosque" which, in turn, derived from Persian 

"koushk" and Turkish "kiouhk" (“Kiosk”, 2020) and it born in the 13th century as a pavilion usually 

having its roof supported by pillars with screened or totally open walls, used by some Asian countries 

and southeast of Europe, incorporating many elements of Islamic architecture. 

Some centuries later, around the year 1620, the Kiosks arrived in Europe, more specifically in 

France for use as bandstands, for music, or small garden pavilions. Subsequent, they became small 

boutiques where it was possible to buy flowers, tobacco, newspapers and soft drinks, which spread faster 

throughout the rest of Europe and arriving in Portugal a few years later, mainly as a way of decorating 
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the streets (Bony, Silva & Carvalho, 2004) and in the following years it started to be used as a meeting 

place dedicated to port workers who used the moments before or after work and on weekends, to visit 

the Kiosks on family outings (Bony, Silva & Carvalho, 2004). 

Nowadays, Kiosks are defined as “a small building where things such as sweets, drinks, or 

newspapers are sold, often through an open window, or where you can buy tickets or get information” 

(“Kiosk”, 2020), since it have become a chosen place to drink hot chocolate and wine, fizzy drinks, 

water mixtures, bottled beer and ice cream, becoming a huge success that lasts in time. Thus, currently, 

it continues to have a street vendor with a great prominence in Portugal, mainly in the cities of Porto 

and Lisbon, as a social place and as a street commerce. 

Considering the fact that customers have become more digital, the increased deployment of new 

technologies such as smart mobile devices and social networks and the growing importance of in-store 

technological solutions create new opportunities and challenges for retailers (Piotrowicz & Cuthbertson, 

2014), thus Interactive Kiosks emerged to please that. 

 

4.6.2.1.Interactive Kiosks 
The Interactive Kiosks born in the last century, just a few years ago, being a recent technology, placed 

in public areas or exhibitions and increasingly being used to disseminate, access, process and collect 

information or perform transactions, financial or non-financial (Tung & Tan, 1998). It is defined as a 

“computer station set up in a public space for public usage, used in different industries in different 

situations, and the system itself uses different kinds of technology, like the touchscreen interface to 

obtain input directly and faster from users” (“Interactive Kiosk”, 2020). 

According to Acante (2020), a company which has been supplying Interactive Kiosks and Touch 

Screens for over 10 years across the UK, Europe and Worldwide, the first interactive Kiosk born in 1939 

and was the pay-per-page Xerox machine. Some years later, in the 1960s, there were a few Kiosks 

installed in the United States that allowed users to perform certain financial transactions and first Kiosk 

as a cash machine was installed in London in 1967, but in 1972 the first automated teller machine 

(ATM), as it’s recognized today, was put into use (Acante, 2020). 

In 1970, IBM partnered with American Airlines and American Express to create and trial the 

world’s first self-service airline ticket vending Kiosk (Acante, 2020). Moreover, these early Kiosks had 

very simple touch screen interfaces in which customers selected options by touching one of a number 

of buttons, and thereby navigated their way through the limited number of screens available for display 

(Rowley & Slack, 2002). Seven years later, the first self-service interactive Kiosk – the “Plato Hotline”- 

was created at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign by Murray Lappe, to provide information 

to university students about courses, bus schedules, on-campus events and more, which has an enormous 

usability by the students, approximating 30.000 people that used the Kiosk in the first six week (Tung 

& Tan, 1998). 
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In 1985, eight years after the introduction of the “Plato Hotline”, the first network of interactive 

Kiosks was developed by the vice president of Florsheim Shoe Company, which grew to over 600 

Kiosks available on his stores, connected via dial-up, and allowed customers to search for shoes in other 

stores if they weren’t in stock at the store the customer was in, pay directly there and have their purchase 

shipped directly to their house (Acante, 2020). After this moment, the Kiosk’s usage grew exponentially 

and into many different areas of business and in 1991 it also started to be used commercially for locating 

missing children, to rent videos, print airline boarding passes, provide information at museums, parks 

and historical sites, purchase and print movie tickets, order at restaurants, check-in hospital patients and 

pay for goods at supermarkets (Acante, 2020). However, this Kiosks was projected with simple 

interfaces, designed specifically to allow customers to conduct a simple transaction, such as placing an 

order or locating a specific item of information, such as a recipe or a repayment rate for a mortgage 

(Rowley & Slack, 2003). 

By 2000, companies were seeing so many advantages of self-service technology, around 15% of 

organizations, including Pfizer, Dell, and Hewlett-Packard, had implemented a self-service solution and 

people started to use the internet to interact with each other and with information, so Kiosks became a 

way to improve user experience with self-service solutions (Mewherter, 2017) and in 2007, the United 

States’ Virginia State Parks installed 31 interactive kiosks throughout their parks to provide visitors with 

information and maps. This was the first expansive, state-wide interactive kiosk program in the US and 

was launched by Imperial Multimedia. 

Actually, the Interactive Kiosks are used for many purposes since companies started to verify the 

powerful impact that it could have on their businesses, so it is used in a larger range of different type of 

business ideas, like retail, tourism, education, restaurants, postal services, entertainment, healthcare and 

government agencies (Tung & Tan, 1998). Thus, there exists different types of Interactive Kiosks 

(Orencia, 2017), such as: 

Informational Kiosk or Public Access Kiosks - It is located in the entrances of public thoroughfares, 

shopping malls, airports, railways stations and other locations with density of people as a substitute for, 

or to complement, customer service through a human service agent. It is also focused on shopping-

related transactions, and informational devices (Rowley & Slack, 2002). One of the biggest retail centers 

in the world – Dubai Mall, in Dubai – is equipped with Informational Kiosks, mainly used for 

informational questions or to look for a specific store and the way to get there, called Interactive 

Wayfinding Kiosks (Figure 21), which could be possible by using sensors or Bluetooth devices 

such as beacons (Shankar et al., 2016). 
Product Promotion Kiosk - This type of Kiosk is a way of showing products and promotions in an 

interactive form. Adidas are an example of a love brand which uses in-store kiosks to enrich the in-store 

experience, being a way to encourage customers to stay longer there, create an engagement with the 

brand and make them aware of new products, ranges and promotions. It does it by showing some videos 
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of sponsored football players like Messi, which people could download and buy the selected products 

they want (De Kare-Silver, 2014). 

Self-service Kiosk - A Self-service Kiosk is used for paying bills and doing another task without 

staff assistance, used as self-ticketing at movie houses, self-ordering at restaurants, and self-check in at 

the airport. Cinemas NOS (2020) introduced Kiosks in all cinemas to purchase tickets and menus and 

collect tickets reserved or purchased online, being a 100% self-service service and McDonald’s is also 

a good example, which made its customer experience faster, more effective and interactive using Self-

service Kiosks. Some retailers, like Leroy Merlin and Decathlon uses this type of Kiosks directly on 

their physical stores as a way of showing, comparing and order directly its products by its customers, 

by integrating the latest advances in touchscreen point of sale and digital printing in our Self-service 

Kiosks, according to Retail Technology Innovation Hub (2019). 

Vending Kiosk - A Vending Kiosk is a point of sale of products as an interactive vending machine. 

An excellent example of this was Foot Locker flagship store in New York's Times Square (“Foot 

Locker's in store 3D virtual shoe customization”, 2013), that introduce an interactive touch-screen kiosk 

that allows shoppers to design everything from laces and logos to fabric and heel phrases, featuring 

various color combinations, giving shoppers the opportunity to touch, feel and see the real-life product 

while they design their custom sneakers.  

Although there exist Kiosks that were created just for one type of functionality, there are also Kiosks 

that try to be more complete and offer a total experience to customers. For example, these devices could 

be Informational but with the opportunity of purchasing products directly – Self-service Kiosk – being 

able to help customers in different moments of their journey. At this moment, brands like Adidas, 

McDonalds, Sephora, H&M (Grewal et al., 2019) are recognized from its investments on interactive 

kiosks at its stores as a way of creating an interactive customer experience and more engagement with 

its customers, transforming into a competitive advantage. 

 

4.6.3. In-store Kiosks  
Retailers are trying to establish relationships with their clients by matching offline and online channels, 

so In-store Kiosks was created for that purpose. According to Ingram (2017), this in-store device is an 

interactive screen which started to be essentially used to visit the store website and look for products 

and prices, where the customers can list recipe ideas, deal promotions, scan prices and other types of 

information. So, they could review the deals and recipes, in order to find ones that meet their needs 

(Ingram, 2017).  

The Kiosks are also used as a point of purchase, where customers could not only look for the 

products, but also have the chance to scan it, order it and pay it directly at the machine, without waiting 

times. So, the Kiosks has the purpose of being convenient for customers and convenience signifies the 

reduced time and effort consumers must exert to buy or use products and services, due to the assistance 
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of technology (Berry, Seiders & Grewal, 2002). Moreover, technologies with high levels of convenience 

and social presence will help consumers perceive product and service benefits, stimulate their touching 

and trial, and increase preferences and purchase likelihood (Grewal et al., 2019). It’s also important to 

note that social presence does not mean that another person must be physically present. So, social 

presence may be felt with interactions with the machine itself (Dahl, Manchanda & Argo, 2001). 

As Grewal, Noble, Roggeveen and Nordfalt (2019) studied, customers desire a convenient, easy, 

frictionless experience, as well as the desire for social presence allows retailers to experiment and test 

new technologies which will enhance the customer experience in the store on these dimensions. 

Furthermore, this device enables consumers to explore, shop, and evaluate their experiences in ways 

that did not exist previously, in a store environment. 

The software installed in that kind of device is also able to allow employees to capture insights from 

the experience in interactional creation of individuals. This includes companies offering customer 

support through customer’s experience after purchase (Ramaswamy & Ozcan, 2019) and getting 

feedback from the usage of the Kiosks. 

The impact of this type of interactive screen is being studied as its negative effects. One of the 

possible negative issues is the privacy policies, because the same personal data could be stored at the 

machine and the following users may have access to that kind of personal information, such as address 

or payment card details (Esmark, Noble & Breazeale, 2017). In other perspective, the growing 

prevalence of consumer-facing technologies in retail stores likely is appreciated by some consumers, 

but others have negative reactions (Mick & Fournier, 1998 in Grewal et al., 2019) that inhibit their use. 

In fact, in some situations, technology can function as a barrier to the customer experience 

(Giebelhausen, Robinson, Sirianni & Brady, 2014). 

In other wise, it could be a strong point of purchase and a different way to engage with customers 

in a store environment. Some researches demonstrated that 49% of shoppers worldwide shop online via 

desktop, whereas 51% shop via smartphones and 9% shop via tablets (Grewal et al., 2019). It means it’s 

critical for retailers to measure and understand the impact of their media touchpoints on the customer 

journey, in order to optimize their media, both for relevance to the consumer and lifetime value for the 

brand. Therefore, according to Google, in order to succeed brands must deliver experiences that are fast 

and frictionless, meaning that it’s time to invest in mobile experiences as well as a machine learning and 

automation strategy, as in-store Kiosks. Machine learning may help brands understand and predict intent 

in ways that simply aren’t possible manually (Think with Google, 2018). 

If stores create a well-defined strategy, is it possible that Kiosks will also become one of the most 

used screen types and which will be the impact of it on in-store customer experience?  
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5. Methodology 

As it was stated in the beginning of this research, the main goal of this study is to understand the 

impact of Interactive Screens - one of the new and future trends in retail - on the store atmosphere of 

Leroy Merlin stores. Considering the fact that this master thesis will be done in a Pedagogical Case 

format, the research problematic is going to be analyzed by the combination of quantitative and 

qualitative data, both supported by marketing tools and literature review. 

Primarily, it’s necessary to conduct a rigorous Secondary Research concerning the market, 

competition, the company analysis and history, business idea, the importance of its stores and also the 

investments on Phygital strategies. Secondly, the literature review will support the principal topics of 

the case: Retail Customer Experience, Customer Journey, Store Atmosphere, Future Trends in shopping 

experience, Smart Stores and Interactive Screens. 

In order to provide accurate information, it’s also going to conduct interviews with managers and 

collaborators and also surveys to the target group of Leroy Merlin Kiosk’s users (Appendix C – 

Questionnaire 2) and also to some collaborators (Appendix C – Questionnaire 1) which use these devices 

in their work daily life. It will also use data from the physical store’s observation of the appearance and 

decoration. 

The quantitative data it’s so important to understand the practical results of the project and support 

the more theoretical information. So, this type of information will be collected from database of the 

company the numbers of interactions, visualizations (Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7) and purchases in Kiosks 

and other topics since the beginning of the implementation of Interactive Screens in some stores. If it’s 

possible to state a relation between the use of Kiosks and the satisfaction of customers regarding the 

store atmosphere and their experience in-store, it will be had in consideration. 

Finally, the animation questions regarding an external analysis of the company and also the 

questions concerning the plan of actions to increase the impact of the Kiosks on the store atmosphere 

will be used to create a valuable resolution proposal. Additionally, for the case resolution it’s asked for 

a SWOT analysis and Positioning that will allow greater identifying and understanding how Leroy 

Merlin’ could use its strengths to take advantage of its opportunities to avoid potential threats and exploit 

its opportunities to overcome weaknesses, considering its positioning on the market. 
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5.3. Animation Plan 

 
Source: Own elaboration (2020) 

 

5.4. Animation Questions 

● When you want to buy home improvement and DIY products in Portugal, where do you go? 

● Do you consider Leroy Merlin a recognized brand in Portugal? Why? 

● When you go to a physical store, what is the main factor that attracts you to buy a product? 

● What are the main problems that you find when you go into a physical store? 

● What kind of strategies can brands adapt to differentiate themselves from its competitors? 

● Do you prefer to buy online or offline (in-store)? Why? 

● What are the senses that you feel that most influence your consumption decisions? 

● Do you think that the new trends in retail, like interactive screens, improve your in-store experience? 
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6. Case study resolution proposal 

1. Describe the current DIY and Home Improvement in Portugal and based on the pandemic 

context, identify the main reasons for the importance of the new trends in retail applied in store. 

Do you consider it is a good time for companies to apply them? Explain and give real examples 

that are not mentioned in the case. 

 

The ADEO group’s sales volume has been growing since the last years and actually the group is the 

leader on the Portuguese and European DIY market and the third in the world (ADEO, 2019), even in 

2007 when the economic crisis occurred, since it created a scenario which has made people look for 

more cost-effective solutions for their homes and creating an interest for the DIY and Home 

Improvement stores (Keiningham, Aksoy, Williams & Buoye, 2015), like Leroy Merlin.  

Considering the Portuguese scenario, the DYE and Home Improvement market is growing every 

year and the ADEO group is the Portuguese market leader, which wants to continue to invest heavily 

on the transformation of its stores and also on the Digital and Supply Chain (Leroy Merlin, 2020). 

In the last months of 2020, a global coronavirus pandemic has spread all over the world and the 

economists believe it will have severe negative impacts on the global economy. Thus, it is vital that 

retailers create well-defined strategies in order to adapt to the new reality and take advantage of this 

problem to distinguish themselves from competitors and create competitive advantages. 

At this time, many shoppers have been left "looking for projects" to tackle at home, since they now 

find themselves working from home feel that they finally have the time to dedicate to projects to 

complete their homes, so the Home Improvement sector appears to be on solid ground as the coronavirus 

roils much of the retail business (Cain, 2020). This and the fact of people are searching for new home 

solutions, made the term "DIY" grown exponentially since March (Leroy Merlin, 2020), when the virus 

arrived to the most of countries around the world, which caused companies in this sector of DIY and 

Home improvement to start receiving more traffic to their online platforms and physical stores, meaning 

that sales in the sector had not felt directly the negative impact of the crisis ahead. 

Therefore, it could be explained by a growth in demand for items online, in which 9.7% was in 

Home and Garden and 7.7% in Home Appliances and Furniture then it is also known that the number 

of online transactions grew by 120% in Home Furniture and DIY, having been the fastest growing 

segment in the world (We are social & Hootsuite, 2020), – which is very positive for ADEO group in 

times of global economic crisis. So, consequently retailers must invest quickly in their online platforms, 

in logistics centers and in the creation of free delivery campaigns, for example. Leroy Merlin saw its 

online sales growing 400% from March 2020 to July 2020 (Leroy Merlin, 2020), since society were 

confined to their homes and the company took advantage of that fact to make its online platform more 

dynamic, offering more promotions and campaigns, like free delivery ones  and also more digital, actual 

and efficient store concepts (Leroy Merlin, 2020). 
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Additionally, considering the COVID-19, the Portuguese government defined that Home 

Improvement stores would not close, since it sells products of necessity like staple products, as 

electricity, construction and plumbing ones which are essential for an emergency. Thus, the stores 

remained open registered a high volume of sales and also had a larger number of visits, assuming great 

importance for consumers, even in confinement time, since people being at home wants to take their 

time renovating and decorating their homes and also because the works continue and professional 

customers continue to pick up the necessary materials (Coentrão, 2020).  

For this reason, the Portuguese retail companies are still investing on its physical stores, since it is 

proved that 30% of customers aged 16-64y started to know new brands using in-store displays and 

promotions (We are social & Hootsuite, 2020), for example, and in the case of Leroy Merlin Portugal 

its physical stores continue to represent the majority of store sales, which signified 98,6% of Leroy 

Merlin total Revenues in 2019 (Leroy Merlin, 2020).  

Therefore, this pandemic meant that several companies had to make their stores more digital, to 

better respond to our needs for people in pandemic conditions. So, more than ever, DIY and Home 

Improvement are investing and applying the new technological trends of retail on its physical stores.  

Some of the major technological trends in retail are the Interactive screens, Hybrid Stores, Store 

Mood Zones, Retailtainment, New payment methods, Virtual Reality, Augmented reality, Storytelling 

and Co-creation, which are incorporated in order to create smart stores with immersive experiences 

which drives people to their stores and makes they live with experiences and memories (KPMG, 2019). 

It also makes them feel in a real home, their dream home, and considering this pandemic times, it makes 

them feel more secure as well, which is one of the factors that most affects stores that are open, where 

it has to have much tighter security conditions, such as wearing masks, disinfecting hands and 

controlling the number of people inside stores. 

These trends help customers to make good purchase decisions, feel less time pressure, increase their 

satisfaction and pleasure, feel more engaged and make efficient and quick purchases (Grewal, Nordfält 

& Roggeveena, 2017). However, at this pandemic time, it also could help retailers create new ways of 

showing, delivering and selling its products. So, the new payment methods assumed a great importance 

during this time, since due to the virus being able to pass through physical contact, companies feel the 

need to create more digital and flexible payment methods (KPMG, 2020) which do not involve direct 

contact between customers and employees.  

For the same purpose of maintaining security, Interactive Screens can also take on great importance 

so that people can get to know the products in the store, buy them online while in the physical store or 

consult some information, without having direct contact with employees. However, it must be ensured 

that it is sanitized and disinfected whenever it is used. Some companies like Asianda (2020), also 

decided to create Interactive screens provided with a Hand Sanitizer Signage Display and also Face 
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Recognition Thermometer, in order to ensure all the safety recommendations at this time, assuming a 

strong importance and being a model, most likely, to be invested by companies in the near future.  

Many companies have been using Augmented Reality as a tool to combat Covid-19. Since people 

must maintain a safe distance between them, Google for example launched an app that, through 

augmented reality, measures the safety distance of people, in this case two meters. In addition to serving 

for use while walking on the street (Época Negócios, 2020), the program can also be used to maintain 

social distance in restaurants, parks and stores that are open, such as those for DIY and Home 

Improvement. Moreover, the Virtual Reality technology is also helpful in context to mitigate effects of 

COVID-19, since it started to be used to reduce the face to face interaction of doctors with the infected 

COVID-19 patients, through medical training and patient treatment, for example. Using live video 

streaming, it helps to improve surveillance systems on the ongoing situation (Singh et al., 2020). 

 

2. Starting with the contextualization of the case and the current strategy of Leroy Merlin, 

develop a SWOT analysis based on it. How can the company use its strengths to take advantage 

of its opportunities to avoid potential threats and exploit its opportunities to overcome 

weaknesses? 
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Dynamic SWOT 
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3. Explain how Leroy Merlin could use its differentiation factors to overcome this pandemic 

context which has challenged the market. Develop strategic actions to attract and retain the 

Portuguese shoppers.  

 

Segmentation 

For choosing correct segmentation criteria, it must be relevant, measurable and with operative value 

(Lendrevie et al., 2015). For segment Leroy Merlin’ customers, it will be applied geographic, 

demographic, physiographic and behavioral criteria. 

 

Geographic: Location 

Leroy Merlin is a French company which is present in 4 continents around the world, with more 

than 850 stores. In Portugal, it is present in almost all cities, with more than 48 stores, including the 

islands. The company has the goal of being closer to its customers, so it has a larger distribution, being 

searched for people and companies from more industrial to more rural ones. However, the location of 

the stores is mainly on industrial zones. 

 

Demographic: Gender, Age, Income, Occupation and Industry 

There exist two different types of customers, the particular ones (B2C) and the professional ones 

(B2B). They have different characteristics, ages, incomes, occupations, motivations, needs and social 

classes. Thus, it is possible to identify some groups of customers that, typically have the same set of 

characteristics before, during and after interaction with the business and its employees and who practice 

the same occupation or works in the same industry: Professional customers, Project customers, DIY 

customers, Garden customers and Undifferentiated Customers. Thus, the DIY customers represent most 

of them, 36%. Considering the B2B targeting, there are both small and big companies. Since Leroy 

Merlin is located in different types of cities and sells a larger range of products, it is also searched from 

a different companies’ types, which could work also in retail industry, construction, engineer, catering, 

hospitality and many other types of activity. 

Considering the data retrieved from the accessibility to the official website and Kiosks in 2019, it 

is possible to state that the major percentage of customers that accessed was from female gender (56,3%) 

and most of them are aging between 35-44y (26,5%) and 25-34y (25%). However, doesn’t exist a 

specific range of customer ‘ages or incomes, since DIY and Home Improvement market is so varied, 

with products, services and prices for all types of ages, genders and social classes or incomes. 

 

Psychographic: Lifestyle and Behavioral: Occasion, Usage and Problems Solved 
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The major of B2C customers are DIY customers, which has the hobby of searching for solutions 

for their homes and which likes to create their own pieces of bricolage.  

Regarding the B2B customers, are usually architects, engineers and designers or contractors, who 

are searching for inspiration and products for their works and projects. 

The customers who visit this type of stores, both B2C and B2B, are searching from products to 

solve some problem at their homes, create some project at their home (big or small), searching for some 

service, or even for some inspiration or advices from collaborators. On the other hand, since the stores 

have specialized employees in the various Do-It-Yourself areas, there are those who look for the stores 

to clarify any doubts and ask employees for advice. 

 

Targeting 

Leroy Merlin is present in a larger market with customers of all social classes, ages and cities. Thus, 

there exists two main segments in the market - B2C (Particular Customers) and B2B (Professional 

Customers) and both are: 

• People that loves DIY; 

• Concern about quality products and huge portfolio of products; 

• Interested on the different services available and specialized collaborators. 

 

Positioning 

Unique selling proposition: Leroy Merlin has the unique selling proposition of “Help each client 

create his dream home!” (Leroy Merlin, 2020), by offering a huge portfolio of products with the best 

quality and with the help of specialized collaborators, having a strong presence in the world. 

Consumer Insight: Leroy Merlin is viewed as a recognized brand with a huge portfolio of quality 

products for all needs. 

Points of Difference: Larger range of products; Products with high quality; Strong distribution; 

Huge range of personalized services; Recognition in the market; Always searching for innovation. 

In this pandemic time, since some people were confined to being at home, many of them started to 

search for DIY solutions for their homes, as can be seen in the Figure 4, where the peak of research was 

in April, coinciding with the time when Portugal was in confinement (Google Trends, 2020). Thus, 

people started to take advantage of their free time to renovate their home, which made most of the 

companies of the DIY and Home Improvement market in Portugal had not felt the negative effects of 

this economic crisis very much, since it also sells staple products that are essential in this pandemic 

time. However, this type of companies also had to adapt its strategies and its stores, since the new legal 

and security issues and also due to the increase in this type of products, which caused orders to skyrocket, 

causing retailers to also adapt their logistics. 
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Since Leroy Merlin is a recognized brand in the market, when Portuguese people thinks on DIY 

and Home Improvement stores, they immediately think on Leroy Merlin or AKI, which now are also 

Leroy Merlin, thus it is a brand which are present on Portuguese people minds by the larger range of 

quality products. So, regarding this pandemic Leroy Merlin saw its physical stores being increasingly 

sought after, as well as its online stores that saw its visits and sales grow exponentially. Consequently, 

it is the perfect time to adapt its strategies and use the fact of being a company which is always searching 

for innovation to use these innovative factors to apply at its both physical and digital stores, and to the 

logistic systems as well. 

On the physical stores, the company could take advantage of having a very extensive range of 

products, so that it could show it in a more digital and quick way, without people having to contact 

employees directly with employees, through Interactive Screens, for example. On these screens, people 

also can compare and buy products directly, safely and quickly. Leroy Merlin might also apply 

Interactive Screens with Hand Sanitizer Signage Display and also Face Recognition Thermometer, to 

ensure the people disinfection. 

On the online platforms, companies could develop more promotional campaigns and also free 

delivery campaigns to take advantage of the fact that people are at home and that does not prevent them 

from buying the products. Thus, offering more discounts or safe delivery of products at home, makes 

people feel confident and encouraged to buy online. 

Since the company is also recognized by its huge portfolio of personalized services, it’s the time to 

adapt it, in order to ensure all the security measures. For that reason, Leroy Merlin decided to create 

support services at a distance, with the purpose of making people feel secure in their purchase, with the 

virtual accompaniment of a specialized employee. This is an area to invest in order to have an even 

stronger position in the market, adapting to each customer's needs. Based on this, the brand is prepared 

to create new personalized distance services. 

 

4.Taking into consideration the fact that e-commerce is increasing, mainly during this 

pandemic context, and the current generations prefer to shop online instead of a physical store, 

do you think that the store atmosphere is outdated, considering the Leroy Merlin business? Base 

your answer within the four human senses - vision, touch, smell and hearing - mentioning which 

ones makes sense to be developed or adapted and in what in-store Kiosks may impact and why.  

 

The Portuguese retailers are investing on technological factors, especially on their e-commerce 

platforms, since 80% of Portuguese people search for products online and 74% purchase online (We are 

social & Hootsuite, 2020). Therefore, in this pandemic context, Leroy Merlin’s online sales have been 

growing very favorably in about 400%, which represents a super important milestone in the company's 

e-commerce (Leroy Merlin 2020). However, the stores remained open registered a high volume of sales 
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and visits (Coentrão, 2020) and, in the case of Leroy Merlin Portugal its physical stores continue to 

represent the majority of store sales, which signified 98,6% of Leroy Merlin total Revenues in 2019 

(Leroy Merlin, 2020), although the online sales are growing so much and so fast. 

For that reason, it is important to note that even if the online stores are growing and people are 

becoming more digital, physical stores will continue to be a major investment and will have a great 

weight on sales, since regarding the type of products that company offers it is very important for 

customers since they could see, touch, understand how to do their projects and interact with specialized 

employees, which is critical and valuable for customer’s purchase intentions. Moreover, 50% of Leroy 

Merlin ’target are 35-55 years old and 36% are more than 55 years old (Leroy Merlin, 2020), which 

means that they are not a digital generation and typically they prefer to do their purchases at the physical 

stores. 

Therefore, the percentage of the purchases of decoration and furniture products in-store, with direct 

influence from digital media is growing and represents 58% of the total revenues (Deloitte Digital, 2018) 

and if consumers had a positive experience with in-store technologies, 46% of them would shift their 

online purchases from digitally focused retailers to retailers with stores that use automation technology 

(Capgemini Research Institute, 2019). Consequently, the idea is to take the best part both from e-

commerce experience and physical retail stores, since consumers could interact in both environments 

indiscriminately and it could be complementary to each other, meaning that, at least in this type of 

business, physical stores are not outdated.  

Considering these, many companies are searching for how to design shopping experiences that 

enhance the enjoyment during customer shopping (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016) and many retailers believe 

that technology can boost customer experience (Flavián, Ibánez-Sánchez & Orús, 2018), meaning that 

some companies have moved from the traditional retail atmosphere to digital solutions at the point of 

sales (Capgemini Research Institute, 2019). 

Leroy Merlin invests heavily in its physical stores, in order to create a comfortable and appealing 

environment for all its customers and visitors, by stimulating customer ‘senses: visual, aural, olfactory 

and tactile (Kotler, 1973). In this way, all stores are “clean” spaces, with green and white colors, identical 

to the brand logo, with neutral natural light and with decorative spaces that lead the customer to dream, 

since the company believes that the future of its stores will pass a lot through the creation of inspiring 

environments, in order to construct an interactive store experience and design environments that interact 

with their senses, more specifically with the visual and touch.  

Consequently, Leroy Merlin is also investing in technologies at its physical stores, like Kiosks, as 

a way to help customers on their shopping experience, creating a visual and touchable involvement with 

a big and interactive screen and also a point of difference compared to its competitors. 

Regarding the visual aspects, according to Hecht and Reiner (2009), for retailers, vision is 

unarguably the most dominant of all senses and this sense could be captured by the colors, brightness, 
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size, shapes (Kotler, 1973) and the space design, place of merchandise, furniture, and decoration 

variables are also relevant (Helmefalk & Hultén, 2017). 

Regarding the Interactive Screens, Roggeveen, Grewal, Townsend and Krishnan (2015) found that 

showing a product in a dynamic way, compared to static old versions, visual format enhanced 

information vividness, which increased preference for the displayed product. Furthermore, in-store 

technology infusions may be more useful with hedonic purchases, since imagery can encourage choices 

of hedonic products, by heightening the vividness of their hedonic attributes. Kiosks are an Interactive 

Screen, increasingly used by retailers to illustrate its products differently or just as a way to create a 

visual place of merchandise with a large screen format. 

The hands are identified as the “principal source of input to the touch perceptual system” in humans 

(Peck and Childers, 2003, p.35), so touching objects, people or products enables the sense of touch to 

incorporate physical contact through the skin into the shopping experience. Actually, customers have 

the possibility to shop online without touching the products, which sometimes could mean that there is 

no purchase decision at all (Hultén, 2013), since some studies evidence that if shoppers are not allowed 

to touch products in order to evaluate and test them, they become frustrated and annoyed (Peck & 

Childers, 2003). Consequently, the stores which allow consumers to physically inspect products by 

picking them up and touching them are preferred (Krishna & Morrin, 2008), such as Leroy Merlin. 

As technology is evolving it is possible to move consumers physically away from the touch-based 

display screens or embed them in a virtual world where an avatar is “touching” the product for them 

(Grewal et al., 2019), being a good communication tool which retailers should start to study the benefits 

of implementation, since it encourages touch and enable shoppers to interact with products. Kiosks are 

a display designed for customers to interactively touch products and to encourage them to test it in a 

dynamic mode.  

In this pandemic context, in which people have their tact conditioned, since viruses spread through 

physical contact, retailers must seek new solutions. Bearing in mind that visits to Leroy Merlin stores 

were maintained and, in some cases, even increased, adding to the fact that people feel the need to see 

the products in person, Kiosks may be a good solution. If it is possible to ensure the correct hygiene of 

the Kiosks, customers have the possibility to compare products, place orders and pay them directly, 

without having to have contact with employees, ensuring greater security and having a complete and 

more digital store experience. 

 

5. Considering this pandemic time caused by COVID-19, how can Kiosks impact stores and 

make people choose to shop there instead of buying online? Explain why and give 3 grounded 

ideas. 
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In times of pandemic, some people avoid leaving home and others have started to order their products 

online. However, as can be seen, Leroy Merlin's store sales continue to represent the majority (Leroy 

Merlin, 2020), since customers need to touch and see the products in person, although online sales are 

growing so fast. In this way, retailers are expected to further streamline their stores to keep their old and 

growing businesses, giving them the advantages of buying in-store versus buying online and their gains 

from the use of the technology have to be higher than their efforts and vice versa (Evanschitzky et al., 

2015). 

Having this in mind, Interactive Screens, more specifically Kiosks, can play a fundamental role in 

transforming and improving the experience of consumers in stores, especially with regard to consumer 

safety and autonomy - key factors in times of pandemic. Thus, it may be used for: 

• Exclusive in-store promotions on items purchased directly from Kiosks. This type of 

promotions can involve direct discount on items, free home delivery of the first purchase made at the 

Kiosks or the offer of a discount voucher on the first purchase made directly at the Kiosks. 

• Existence of a direct payment terminal in the Kiosks, since people like to feel safe and are saving 

time on their purchases (Wang et al., 2015). So, instead of having to enter their card details, Kiosks now 

have a much easier payment method, making the purchase process more efficient. In this way, people 

also no longer have to pay for their orders and purchases in cash or have direct contact with employees, 

which makes the experience much safer in the context of COVID. It is also important to have contactless 

payment methods, by adopting touchless transaction technologies (see Figure 22). 

• Existence of a disinfection and temperature measurement system in Kiosks, in order to makes 

it easy for employees and visitors to keep their hands clean to prevent the spread of COVID-19, since 

some diseases, namely COVID-19, are transmitted by physical contact and Kiosks are an Interactive 

Screen, in which people must use touch to interact. As it would be an innovative system, it would most 

likely attract many people to the stores to test it, however, it would have many associated development 

costs (see Figure 22).  

 

6. “Consumers increasingly expect that efficiency and engaging online experience to be 

replicated in-store” (Capgimini, 2020). Regarding the major pain points that occur at the physical 

stores and which affects the customer journey, explain the importance and the impact that 

Interactive Screens may have on it, regarding the Smart Stores concept.  

 

In this new era, consumers increasingly expect that efficiency and engaging online experience to be 

replicated in-store, by creating a complete and powerful omnichannel (Capgemini Research Institute, 

2019), since the future of physical stores will be based on the creation of totally personalized 

experiences, which will be focused on service, by adapting it to consumer trends and technology (BCG, 

2015).   
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Moreover, nearly half of them assert they would shift purchases from a non-automated store to a 

store with automated technologies if they have a constructive experience there (Capgemini Research 

Institute, 2019). Thus, retailers should reflect and reformulate the process of selling the products, more 

than focus on the product itself, otherwise it will just be a standard, tangible product, with no consumer 

involvement, that will not be able to answer to the changing consumer´s needs (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). 

This means that it is imperative for retailers to consider an automation strategy in order to achieve and 

anticipate customers’ needs (Capgemini Research Institute, 2019). 

Considering the Home Improvement Retail category, it was proven that the key moments in the 

customer's journey in which digital plays an outsized role on the shopper's journey are the stages of 

browse and research, select and validate and purchase and pay (Capgemini Research Institute, 2019). 

Moreover, there exists some types of technologies which could be applied, such as Interactive Screens, 

which could have a positive and measurable impact on the customer experience, by helping customers 

with questions regarding product information, payments, delivery problems, and others.  

Therefore, these automated devices, as Kiosks, could also solve or have a positive impact on some 

of the major pain points for customers as long queues in payment, products without stock in-store, 

difficulties in locating products, lack of product’ information and don’t find employee assistance 

(Capgemini Research Institute, 2019), since there exists some types of Kiosks - Informational Kiosk or 

Public Access Kiosks, Product Promotion Kiosk, Self-service Kiosk and Vending Kiosk - which could 

be used for different purposes, as it could be possible to analyze: 

• Long queues in payment – One of the major pain points which makes people give up on their 

in-store purchases is the fact that there are long lines for payment. One of the measures that some 

retailers like McDonalds or NOS implemented in their stores was the use of Self-service Kiosks. This 

type of Kiosks has as main objective, as the name indicates, of people being able to make their purchases, 

including the payment of them, without the assistance of a collaborator and only by using the Kiosk. 

Bearing in mind that this is a problem that affects so many consumers, it is important that companies 

create this type of strategy, not with the aim of reducing costs as employees, but as a way to improve 

the customer experience. It is also relevant to note that customers must have the choice of using the 

Kiosks or having direct contact with an employee, in order to make them feel as safe and confident as 

possible. Consequently, Kiosks will provide operational and transactional efficiency (Jeng, 2017), since 

some customers prefer self-checkouts because of the perceived speed of the transaction (Zhu et al., 

2013), resulting in a timesaving and convenience (Wang et al., 2015). 

• Products without stock in-store – One of the main goals of Kiosks is the possibility of showing 

in an interactive all the range of products available, since, in some cases, there are smaller stores where 

it is not possible to have a full stock of products available or, in many cases, they are out of stock and 

customers need to see it anyway. Thus, Vending Kiosks or Self-service Kiosks are widely used as a 

long-tail device, increasingly used by collaborators as a sales support tool and also by customers who 
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want to see all the products available while shopping in-store. Thus, both collaborators and customers 

could easily consult the stock available in the store and, if it does not exist, order directly at Kiosks. 

• Difficulties in locating products - Often, especially when dealing with large stores, with a wide 

variety of products or / and the customer does not have enough knowledge about the location of the 

products, he ends up feeling lost and abandons the purchase decision. For example, in large shopping 

centers such as the Dubai Mall, in Dubai, one of the largest shopping centers in the world, there are 

Informational Kiosks that help people find the store or product they are looking for, being very intuitive 

and easy. People just enter the name of the store or the type of product and the Kiosk draws a route to 

the location, as if it were a GPS, solving this problem (Figure 21) 

• Lack of product’ information - There are some market segments, such as the DIY and Home 

Improvement market, where people when it comes to products for large projects and with a high 

financing, need as much information as possible to understand if it is the right product for their needs 

and if it is worth investing in it, around another. Product labels and packaging usually have the most 

relevant information; however, they are not always intuitive, and it is not always easy to compare with 

other products. In this way, Kiosks may have a fundamental role in exposing the product in a more 

dynamic way, like using 360 degrees exposition with possibility of rotating in all directions, with images 

of the product in use and with the possibility of being able to compare it with others, in a more simple 

and interactive way. 

• Don’t find employee assistance - Many times, customers look for employees and do not find 

them or, in most cases, they are busy serving other customers. Although human contact is not yet directly 

comparable to that of a machine, all types of Kiosk - Informational, Product Promotion, Self-service 

and Vending ones - can be used to help customers with any queries. For example, many times customers 

just want to know where a product is and Informational Kiosks can help them any time they just want 

to know it and also may help them, in order to compare two or more products. Although people and the 

“human touch” are irreplaceable, companies must understand and deal with that, by creating options 

and automated systems where collaborators could help customers, if they ask for that, online – directly 

on Kiosks or physically. So, even in Kiosks, if people have any doubts, there should always be a 

collaborator to assist them and remote assistance to resolve any small issue. 

In order to make this automation device as a tool that really helps and solve these problems, retailers 

have to ensure that their improvements will really increase customers’ experience and not just save costs 

(Deloitte Digital, 2019) and also that their gains from the use of the technology have to be higher than 

their efforts and vice versa (Evanschitzky et al., 2015). Therefore, they also must guarantee the security 

and privacy of their consumers, especially in times of pandemic. 

 

7.Considering the data available on this case study, how do you evaluate the impact of 

Interactive Screens at Leroy Merlin? Does it impact positively or negatively? Base your answer 
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on the theoretical framework “The impact of Smart Retail Technologies” (Figure 20) and the 

feedback obtained from the clients and collaborators, do you think that Kiosks should be 

reformulated? What will be the next steps? Explain and describe your ideas.  

  

One of the main goals of retailers is to engage their customers, with the main purpose of creating a 

strong customer loyalty, since if consumers have a favorable impression of a retail store regarding to its 

products, services and also retail technologies, their favorable impression will influence their future 

attitudes (Yoon & Park, 2018), like shopping in the future (Adapa et al., 2019), which might indicate a 

customer loyalty to a brand. Thus, the main purpose of Smart Retail technologies is to create a Retail 

Store Loyalty, which is mirrored on the Intentions to use the Smart Retail Technology, which means the 

desire to use the device again, to recommend it and the positive impact it would have in the visits, brand 

equity and revenues of the company. 

Furthermore, in order to create a Retail Store Loyalty and more intentions to visit this type of stores, 

the customers need to have a higher Perceived Shopping Value through this kind of technologies, 

meaning that customers are more likely to be receptive to new technology if they perceive it to contain 

superior features and functions, meaning that their gains from the use of the technology have to be higher 

than their efforts and vice versa (Evanschitzky et al., 2015). So, retailers should ensure that these 

technologies offer superior functions and benefits (Roy et al., 2018), quality of the maintenance and 

employees able to support and help customers with lower levels of innovativeness (Otekhile & Zeleny, 

2016) to avoid the perceptions about complexity and risks associated with technologies (Adapa et al., 

2019). 

Considering that Kiosks are a Smart Retail Technology, it was designed to be a driver not just to 

improve the efficiency of stores, but also to augment the customer experience and improve the quality 

of customer engagement. Thus, nothing better than knowing the opinion of employees and customers to 

understand the real impact of the Leroy Merlin’ Kiosks. 

Almost all collaborators who participated on the questionnaire, about 94,3% knows what a Kiosk 

is, however 5,7% don’t, which is a warning factor for the company, even they are a low percentage. 

Regarding the clients who participated on this study, 71,7% of them know what a Kiosk is, however 

there exist a larger percentage who don’t (28,3%), since they prefer to ask employees for help (38,6%), 

never seen one in their store (15,9%) or don't think it adds value to them (15,9%). This means that the 

company should redesign a communication strategy in order to promote these devices in stores, 

reformulate some locations in stores according to the store’ format (Proxi, MSB and GSB) , add new 

functions and train employees so they can have a complete knowledge of Kiosks, so that they can assist 

customers whenever necessary, because 30,2 % of clients never used it, 32,6% very rarely and 18,6% 

rarely. Regarding the use of Kiosks from collaborators, 79% of collaborators don’t usually use Kiosks 

during its workdays mainly because of issues such as maintenance or speed issues, which affects the 
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perceived complexity, risks and advantages associated with Smart Retail Technologies. Furthermore, 

the participants who used the Kiosks, both collaborators and clients, used and gave more importance 

mainly to four functionalities: Product consultation, Prices consultation, Sales support tool and 

Research. 

Considering factors such as Interface, Speed, Search, Log in Privacy, Navigation, Device quality / 

Ergonomics, Location, Visual aspect and Support service, the ones that are better evaluated by both are 

the research, visual aspect, interface and location. On the other side, the ones worse evaluated are the 

log in, speed and privacy. Moreover, the factors that collaborators and clients would improve on Kiosks 

would be the speed, navigation, location and privacy.  

Although the Kiosks have some issues to solve or improve, as its possible to state regarding the 

feedback from collaborators and clients, most of the clients (65,1%) answered that Kiosks impacted 

positively their in-store experience, which means that they have a positive perceived shopping value 

through this type of smart retails technologies. Additionally, in order to evaluate the customer 

satisfaction and loyalty with Kiosks, most of them (76,8%) would use the Kiosks in the future and 48,8% 

of them would recommend the Kiosks to a friend, which reveals intentions to use this type of smart 

retail technology in the future, a signal of Retail store loyalty. 

Finally, taking in consideration the feedbacks obtained from the clients and collaborators and the 

main goal of Kiosks of impacting the store atmosphere and constructing a retail store loyalty, even the 

general feedback is positive, Kiosks should be reformulated, by adding new functionalities that both 

clients and collaborators would like to have: Direct ATM terminal at Kiosk, Consultation of the price 

of the articles per Scan system, Quantity / price calculator in an exclusive menu for Kiosks, See 

availability of services, Product comparator in an exclusive menu for Kiosks, Easy Log In, Products / 

Sections Locator in the store, Make the House Card quickly and Consult points on the House Card. 

In order to make sure that these new functionalities are impacting positively the Kiosks and that 

Kiosks are at its best performance, it is necessary to use metrics that could evaluate and monitor its 

performance, using Key Performance Indicators (KPI's) as Foot traffic, by the number of Views and 

Interactions, Sales volume, by the number and the value of the direct purchases from Kiosks, Customers 

retention, by the level of engagement with customers and controlled by the NPS (Net Promoter Score) 

and the Customer Satisfaction Barometer, Conversion rates and Speed of the transactions.
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7. Case Study resolution presentation 
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Source: Own Elaboration (2020) 
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8. Conclusion 

The market is changing and customers too, which means that it becomes imperative that companies 

recreate and reformulate its strategies and businesses, in order to adapt to the new digital world and to 

this pandemic time, which changed the way companies think in its ideas.  

Although this virus has caused an economic crisis worldwide, the results of which are not yet fully 

known, since the virus is still active in many countries, such as Portugal, this caused many retailers to 

adapt quickly. This is the case of Leroy Merlin, a company of great renown in the market, leader in 

Portugal and present on 4 continents, which had to quickly take advantage of the fact that it is an 

innovative company, to invest heavily in digital and supply. 

Digital is growing more and more, especially in this context of pandemic. However, for companies 

like Leroy Merlin, physical stores continue to represent more than 98% of their sales, being their core 

business. This can be justified by the fact that people need to see and touch the products personally to 

buy them. Thus, it is essential to invest in the store atmosphere, using the new market trends, in order 

to make it increasingly technological and adapted to the new needs of consumers and with the goal of 

creating a better customer experience, since it is not just about selling products and services to clients, 

it is about constructing value for both parts to make the experience much more valuable and memorable. 

Although Leroy Merlin already has Interactive Screens - one of the new market trends – at its 

physical stores and even reformulated them a few months ago, it is important to understand if it is on its 

best performance, positively impacting the store atmosphere. In this case, considering the feedback from 

customers and employees, it is known that Kiosks have a positive impact on the experience of consumers 

in the store, mainly in the consultation of products and prices, as a sales support tool and research. 

However, there exist gaps which the company should improve the speed, navigation, location and 

privacy. 

Now is the ideal time for the company to further distinguish itself from its competitors in the market 

and make its stores truly as Smart Stores, adapted to the new needs of its customers and employees, 

which are its true focus. Thus, the company will create an even greater impact on the consumers' 

experience in its stores and will improve the sales experience of its employees. Furthermore, it is 

essential that there exist a continuous training of employees and that customers always have the 

possibility to ask for help, since the human touch is irreplaceable. 

 

8.3. Limitation and future implications 

This case study, although it managed to answer the question raised in the present case study - The Impact 

of Interactive Screens on Store Atmosphere - in a quantitative and qualitative way, had some limitations. 

So, the results and conclusions should be interpreted according to some specific limitation. The major 

limitation of this research is the fact that we are in a pandemic era caused by Coronavirus, which meant 
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that the questionnaires had to be done online and, therefore, it was more difficult to get answers from 

customers of different stores, since it is necessary to avoid trips to stores so as not to spread the virus. 

In view of this fact, people are also more reluctant to collaborate with this type of study. Consequently, 

the sample used is not representative since 60 clients as participants may be not enough to understand 

the customer's behaviors and opinions and for future researches, a larger and diversified sample must be 

considered. However, the 526 answers from employees are a significant number and they are the people 

who know the customers better. Therefore, the results obtained could depend of demographic factors as 

age, gender, own technology readiness, level of experience with technology of the respondents and type 

of function in the company.  

Additionally, it was not possible to obtain more detailed and objective information on the DIY and 

Home Improvement market, since it is a transparent market, which does not publish this information. 

Therefore, doesn’t exist much articles about Interactive Screens or Kiosks published, which meant that 

most of the information used was based on other types of bibliographic sources, such as news or studies. 

Finally, there exists potential downsides of these new technologies for consumers, which includes 

loss of control, privacy concerns, job losses, poor service outcomes (Otekhile & Zeleny, 2016), 

distraction point, and the danger of overreliance and dependence on and addiction to these technologies 

(Inman & Nikolova, 2017; Ng & Wakenshaw, 2017). Thus, it is important for future research to address 

these dark sides of new technologies and what would be the effects of this subject on other market types 

with different size. 
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